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Julio Cortazar' s preoccupation with the musicality oflanguage celebrates the 

paradox of its intent to construct and convey meaning and its inability to be equated with 

actual human experience. His works expand traditional boundaries associated with the 

narrative form by encompassing characteristics typical of various forms of 

communication other than literary, which he engages for the purpose of seeking 

authenticity in all and every aspect ofhuman existence. Rayuela, like a jazz musician's 

improvisation, is Cortazar's testimony; although not explicitly autobiographical, its 

fluidity and lack of constructed pretension allow for a direct bridge of communication 

between author, narrative, and reader akin to the experience of jazz performance. Like a 

musical improvisation, Rayuela juxtaposes the serious elements of structure and logical 

sequencing with a playful, intuitive imagination that succeeds in catapulting the reader 

into new worlds which, like an individual improvised solo, is never repeated in exactly 

the same way. 
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Introduction 

The premise of this thesis is that the Argentinean Julio Cortazar' s novel, Ravuela 

(I 963) acquires a different perspective when jazz, as one of many discourses present, is 

carefully examined. One of the most elusive and misunderstood musical forms of the 

twentieth century, jazz, including musical improvisation, its primary element, has been 

institutionalized and entered as a discourse into academia. Both this novel, as well as the 

musical form of jazz, exemplify the complex nature oftwentieth-century art forms . 

Because of what the complexity unveils about contemporary art forms, both the novel 

and the jazz allusions in the novel merit critical attention. The 1994 Catedra edition of 

Ravuela, contains a lengthy introduction by Andres Amoros, which prepares the reader 

for the novel's unusual narrative structure, as well as numerous footnotes throughout the 

work, which enrich the reader's understanding of and participation in the narrative. 

Likewise, it is often necessary to explain to where and why the melody line, or the 

familiar "tune," seems to disappear when jazz musicians begin to improvise. Because of 

its very multifaceted nature, as well as the "open" structure that characterizes 

improvisation, jazz resists strict categorization. In its first part (out ofthree), Rayuela' s 

particularly innovative and flexible, and at the time of its publication, revolutionary 

structure, constantly alludes to jazz, and hence parallels between the novel and jazz' s 

particular musical style can be established. 



Despite the unusual alternate models of reading, the first part, when read 

sequentially according to the first model, without the intercalation of the "capitulos 

prescindibles," attempts to follow a rather linear plot. One gathering of the members of 

the Serpent Club, a group of mostly unemployed artists, is spread across chapters 10 

through 19, and the action is comprised mostly of discourse and listening to recorded jazz 

music. In this manner, the club emulates a "jam session," with the club members 

engaged in dialogue similar to the interaction of jazz musicians in an ensemble. 

Improvised "solos," characteristic of jazz form, appear in a literary sense in the form of 

narration as well as individual character' s internal monologues. In this "linear" narrative, 

jazz serves much more than a background theme but rather as an imaginative, or 

extracurricular, enhancement to the club' s discourse, reaching "outside" the narrative 

structure yet forming an integral part of the same. The musicians, through the recorded 

medium, are intercessors who take their place among the club members, forming part of 

the club ' s discourse. In this way, the recordings, the literary description of the music, 

and its critique, solicit reader participation to capture the musical essence of these 

chapters as well as that of the entire novel. The reader is invited to "hear" through 

written narrative the aural/oral aspect of the recordings, which, in tum, are echoes of 

original, live performances. Jazz music recordings, says Jed Rasula, "are technical 

mediations of an ' authenticity' otherwise unavailable " (136). Cortazar, perhaps testing 

the authenticity of the technical mediation of language within the fixed medium of 

literature, evokes visual, sensory, and aural imagery of the recordings; the reader may 

thus be connected, through the graphic, linguistic system of literature to yet another 

inscribed signifying system, the music recordings of numerous jazz "greats." Obviously, 
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for the reader, this experience differs considerably from directly listening to any ofthe 

recordings or the live performances from which they originate. Instead, the reader 

"hears" the music through the literature which in itself constitutes yet another variation 

or, readerly improvisation on the recorded improvisation. 

Critical articles by Amalia Lazarte Dishman, Craig Niel Bergenson, Eduardo 

Soren Triff, as well as an interview with Julio Cortazar by Evelyn Picon Garfield, are 

among those the works that address the author' s propensity toward jazz within his 

writings. This thesis will focus on improvisation, in particular, as a vehicle within the 

novel that helps to structure parts of the novel as well as the characters ' quest for 

existential meaning in the seemingly chaotic world ofParis in the 1950s. 

Cortazar, along with other Latin American authors of the period, is considered to 

have helped define the "Boom" or the "Nueva narrativa," a movement that altered the 

traditional, linear style and structure of Latin American narrative. In their works, 

especially the novels, authors treat existential issues by focusing on reconfiguring the use 

of language and finding alternate options to linear treatment of temporal and spatial 

structures. However, unlike other works of the "Boom," in particular those of Jorge Luis 

Borges, which make use of metaphorical or literal mirror-images in order to destabilize 

one or both of two fictional worlds, Rayuela' s fictional worlds "always remain 

compatible with each other in a temporal succession that never splits into alternative 

strands of narration" (Heise 86-87). In the same way in jazz, improvisation does not 

necessarily undermine or destabilize the original melody; it explores alternate options as 

it reinvents the same thematic content. Cortazar compares literature to jazz "takes" in La 

vuelta al dia en ochenta mundos: "Lo mejor de Ia Iiteratura es siempre take, riesgo 
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implicito en Ia ejecuci6n, margen de peligro que hace el placer del volante" ( 172). As 

opposed to rehearsing, a "take" is what is recorded in the studio; "fixed" in a medium as 

literature is "fixed" in writing. Critic Lazarte Dishman observes that the chapters of 

Ravuela that critique and commentate on jazz are structured as "takes" ( 1 90). In 

Ravuela, Cortazar attempts to approximate the performance aspect of improvisation in 

order to examine the possibility of liberating the textual nature of literature, reconciling 

the paradox inherent in language as both a liberating, communicative device as well as a 

limiting, systemic, structuring one. Cortazar claims that "el jazz me ensefi6 cierta 

sensibilidad de swing, de ritmo, en mi estilo de escribir" (Picon Garfield, "Interview" 

130). 

The Spanish-American literary movement, known as the Boom, is as difficult to 

clearly define and describe as is the musical genre of jazz. Both are subjects of 

controversial assumptions and classifications, and both emerge from a deep-seated need 

to rebel against oppressive, limiting artistic environments. According to Jose Donoso, 

the young novelists ofthe 1960s in Latin America looked toward the United States and 

Europe, seeking the influence of other literatures, languages, forms, and arts (Boom 19). 

Their literary heritage of utilitarian, social realism in the criollismo and costumbrismo 

novels fostered regional isolation as well as international isolation. As a result, many 

Latin American novelists of the period, including Cortazar, who aimed toward a more 

international language that included more subjectivity, intellectualism, and literary 

experimentation, chose voluntary exile in Europe, for which they were highly criticized 

by their traditional literary forefathers. In cosmopolitan cities such as Paris and 

Barcelona, they were liberated from the regional and national barriers that existed in 
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Latin America and were able to connect with each other as well as international artists. 

The influences of the avant-garde movements and anti-bourgeois sentiments long 

established in Europe began to infiltrate the Latin American novel ; national identity could 

no longer feed upon itself for growth but required outside encounters with other literary 

cultures as well as freedom to explore subjective consciousness. 

Musical revolutions characterize the development of jazz since its inception. The 

New Orleans Dixieland style of the 1920s gave way to the immensely popular swing 

bands which, according to Bernard Gendron, "thoroughly dominated the hit charts during 

the years 1936 through 1945" (37). He goes on to state that "the historical transformation 

of jazz from an entertainment music to an art music, initiated by the bebop revolution in 

the mid-1940 's, represents arguably one ofthe most significant cultural shifts ofthis 

century ... no form of mass culture seems to have crossed the boundary between 

' entertainment' and ' art ' as decisively or irreversibly as jazz" (31). Paul F. Berliner 

claims that jazz performance, for many, was also a "symbol of rebellion, a musical 

emblem distinguishing individuals from their contemporaries or from their parents" (33). 

However, much more than a rejection of both black and white middle-class values in 

North America, jazz, like the Boom, sought a synthesis with cultural identity and the 

often-irrational and subjective nature of artistic expression. In the same way that jazz' s 

musically intellectual aspect is often unrecognized so were the intellectual aspects of the 

literature of the Boom both unexpected and unappreciated at the time by Latin Americans 

and Europeans alike. According to Donoso, although Rayuela was well received by 

universities in the United States, its initial public and critical failure in Europe was 

because it was considered too cosmopolitan and too intellectual for a Latin American 
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novel (Boom 59-60). Meanwhile, in the mid-1950s, the narrative time ofRayuela, a 

whole new generation of jazz critics brought about "a major transformation in the 

aesthetic discourses of jazz" (Gendron 51 ). 

Critics have defined Rayuela, published in 1963 but written over a span of various 

years, as an anti-novel, a modem, and even a postmodem novel. It lies between various 

paradoxical systems of thought and states of emotion, teetering on any and all of the 

many bridges, both metaphorical and textual, that represent the possibilities of connected, 

of parallel, yet paradoxical worlds. In an attempt to effect a spontaneity in the act of 

narration, akin to that inherent in jazz improvisation, the text improvises on itself by 

offering more than one option for its reading. The first page offers the reader a "Tablero 

de direcci6n" which can be compared to a musical chart for a jazz "standard" tune. 

Berliner, in his book, Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation, explains that 

these standards, as they are called, consist of a horizontal, linear melody supported by a 

vertical , harmonic progression in the form of chord structures, which provide the 

harmonic base over which the melody and its improvisation unfold. He adds that this 

form has provided the structure for improvisations throughout most of the history of jazz 

(63). Musical improvisation represents a paradigmatic as well as syntagmatic analogy for 

the narrative' s quest for meaning beyond conventional concepts of spatial structure, 

order, and linear temporality. Improvisation on a linear melodic line exalts without 

undermining its integrity. Its linear, horizontal aspect is transformed and liberated from 

its original, written form while simultaneously supported and catapulted by its vertical , 

harmonic structure. 
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Rayuela, by the very "fixed" nature of its novelistic form, offers a tangible plot 

concurrent with objective conscious reality. The first part, "Del lado de alia," narrates 

events that take place in Paris while the second part, "Del lado de aca," transports the 

reader to Buenos Aires. This can be compared to a musical "solo" wherein a singer or 

instrumentalist departs from the original melody, enters into improvisation, and then 

returns to reinstate, or recapitulate, the original melody. The essence of the main 

protagonist, Horacio Oliveira, emulates this melodic aspect as the reader follows the 

rhythms of his conscious and subconscious ruminations that function to, at once, unite 

and separate both cities. The third part, "De otros !ados (capitulos prescindibles)," when 

included in the second of two proposed models of reading, is a textual testimony to 

improvisation; it alters the temporal and spatial aspects of the linear plot, at once 

belonging yet not belonging to the first two parts. Just as one hears the original melodic 

line from a fresh perspective after it has been improvised, Buenos Aires takes on a 

different aura for Oliveira after his experiences in Paris. The third part also functions to 

expand the plot so that it may reveal more of its vertical, as well as traditional horizontal 

structures. Improvisation, similarly, departs from the horizontal melody line and roams 

freely about the vertical harmonic structures known as chords. 

Rayuela begins with not only the "Tablero de direcci6n," but also with 

instructions from an omniscient narrator inviting the reader to participate in either of two 

reading itineraries. The first is a linear reading that consists of 56 chapters divided into 

two sections, "Dell ado de alla" and "Dell ado de aca." Chapters 57 through 155, known 

as "De otros lados (capitulos prescindibles)," are optional insofar as the first model of 

reading is concerned. It is only in the second model of reading that these chapters are 
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"interpolated between the chapters of the first two sections, spacing them out without 

altering their basic sequence" (Heise 87). The first 36 chapters comprise "Dellado de 

alla" in which Horacio Oliveira, a middle-aged Argentine and his Parisian circle of 

friends form the Serpent's Club, and gather to discuss "existential" questions for which 

there are no definitive answers. These discussions include literary works and theory, art, 

and questions of ontological and epistemological nature. Music, of all forms, is always 

an important element of these discourses; however, jazz figures most prominently at all 

the club' s meetings. Recordings are chosen, passionately described, and critically 

discussed by the group members. Most members ofthe club recognize that jazz differs 

from traditional forms of legitimate or "classical" music, such as the sonata form, in that 

the "bridge" consists of unrehearsed improvisation on the thematic material presented in 

the melody, unlike the development section ofthe sonata form, which is more of an 

expansion of the thematic material presented in the exposition. As previously mentioned, 

this "bridge" functions in a similar way to the third part of the novel, "De otros lados 

( capitulos prescindibles ). " In addition, whereas the improvised "bridge" will never 

repeat the same exact notes in performance, the development section of the sonata form is 

composed and fixed in writing. It lends itself to varied musical interpretation; however, 

the notes remain the same. 

Allusions to jazz, in this first part of the novel, also outweigh the references to 

other twentieth-century composers, whose music often consists of serial or twelve-tone 

compositions, which "came into being during the early 1920s [as] a direct result of the 

crisis brought on by the dissolution of the traditional tonal system in the early years of the 

twentieth century" ("Twelve-tone" 886). Contrary to the spontaneity of jazz' s 
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improvisation, these musical forms are "usually characterized by a high degree of 

precompositional planning and thus also of compositional determinacy" ("Serial" 742). 

Horacia' s relationship with an Uruguayan exile nicknamed "La Maga," permeates this 

entire section of the novel as well, and La Maga herself becomes synonymous with 

Horacia' s search, and her intuitive, rather than analytical approach to life, is analogous to 

improvisation. Her recounting of certain details of her origin at one of the Serpent Club 's 

meetings is punctuated by the narrator' s references to the various jazz artists and 

recordings to which they are listening. These references, which are interwoven into the 

narrative, establish the "background" music while they also outline her history and 

highlight her essence ( 11 : 170-73 ). 1 

The demise of the relationship, which coincides with the demise of her baby son, 

signals the end of the section and Horacia's departure from Paris. Horacia' s return to his 

native Buenos Aires begins the next section (chapters 37 through 56), entitled "Dellado 

de aca," in which "many of the major characters and events that occur in Paris are 

mirrored, repeated and sometimes inverted" (Heise 84 ). Both cities are representative of 

the subjective and objective realities that comprise the characters ' perception: seemingly 

separate realities that coexist sometimes in harmony and sometimes in discord, but 

always interacting in a rhythmic "swing" of tension and resolution, conflict and 

compromise, not unlike a jazz composition, including improvisation. Horacio is reunited 

with his friend and doppelganger, Manuel Traveler, who, ironically, has not traveled 

outside of the region, and his wife Talita, who reminds him of La Maga, for whom he has 

searched unsuccessfully and misses deeply. His presence has an unsettling but not 

unwelcome effect on Traveler, who considers him as a messenger, or catalyst for change, 
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within his relationship with Talita as well as their provincial existence, perhaps toward a 

more universal perspective. Traveler compares Horacio' s catalytic effect to " ... esos 

pliegues de la vida ... esas inesperadas mostraciones de algo que uno no se habia 

sospechado y que de golpe ponen todo en crisis" ( 44: 429). Horacio, Talita, and Traveler 

end up working together in an asylum and at the end of chapter 56, Horacio considers 

leaping to his suicide, while leaning out of a window looking down at Talita and Traveler 

who each have one foot in a hopscotch diagram. 

Cortazar declares that in Rayuela, "Oliveira siempre esta pensando en cruzar un 

puente" (qtd. in Amor6s 69). Jazz music serves as one of the bridges that provide insight 

to the "lado de alla" that Oliveira seeks, without entering into theoretical analysis of the 

music in the way the narrative explores literary analysis. In Buenos Aires, Horacio does 

not listen to jazz recordings with his friends as he did in Paris. Instead, they listen to 

tangos and other musical forms of a more national and folkloric nature. Like his native 

Buenos Aires, this music represents all that is familiar and unchallenging to Horacio, 

traditional, structured, unlike the labyrinth of Paris which, like jazz, represents 

innovative, open processes rather than closed structures. Still, music on both sides lends 

a melancholy that punctuates the novel 's constant preoccupation with temporality and the 

ephemeral. 

Chapters 57 through 155, known as "De otros lados (capitulos prescindibles)," 

optional insofar as the first model of reading is concerned and interpolated between the 

chapters of the first two sections in the second model of reading, become the 

improvisational element that precludes the notion of the "hopscotch" as the novel's 

structuring device. As previously discussed, the jazz chart (analogous to the "Tablero de 
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direcci6n"), provides an artistic form and medium that allows for an "opening" in a 

section of the compositional structure that is known as the "bridge." It is within this 

bridge that the improvisation occurs, where the melody is transported "outside," in the 

same way that Ravuela bridges "Del lado de alhi" with "Dellado de aca" by interpolating 

the "De otros lados (capitulos prescindibles). " With careful attention, the reader may 

notice the exclusion of Chapter 55 in the "Tablero de direcci6n," which is omitted and 

"replaced" by Chapters 129 and 133. These ninety-nine "expendable chapters" are a 

pastiche of news clippings, anecdotes, literary excerpts, quotations, and theoretical 

reflections on novel-writing by the novelist Morelli, whose work is the frequent topic of 

discussions of the Serpent Club. These additional chapters, when included according to 

the second model of reading, alter "the temporal organization ofthe basic sequence of 

fifty-six .. . they delay and space out the development of the plot, sometimes to the point 

of disrupting it completely" (Heise 87). In the same manner, improvisation embarks 

from the basic melodic structure of a tune and alters it with the addition of other musical 

variations, notes, and motifs (including those from other musical compositions and 

forms), as well as deletion of elements of the basic melody. 

In this second model of reading, the narrative does not end with Horacio poised at 

a window contemplating suicide. Instead, the "ending" consists of a perpetual loop 

between chapters 58 and 131 that continuously defer to each other, lending the novel its 

"open" quality. Comparatively, meaning in language, both written and spoken, is elusive 

and in music improvisation, signification is always shifting in a similar manner. By 

undermining Descartes' s logically structured being, Horacio uses Duke Ellington ' s tune 

"It Don't Mean a Thing if It Ain't That Swing," first recorded in 1932, as a musico-
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philosophical metaphor for his own discovery of the musical improvisation ofbeing: 

"Swing, ergo soy" (16: 195). This variation on Descartes' s phrase that combines English, 

Latin, and Spanish, attempts to subvert the original's assumption that existence is 

contingent on monolingual restrictive logical, rational thought. Instead, it proposes the 

concept of motion, fluidity as a paradigm for being. Stephen A. Tyler points to the text's 

"power of lines that connect. .. [and] capture the power (kinesis) of an exterior order 

through the techne of mimesis, to defeat time by transforming motion into structure" 

(36). "Swing, ergo soy," seems to suggest structure transformed into motion, thus 

inverting the power ofthe text to allow connections outside of its own structure; it also 

undermines the validity of conscious, rational, mental constructs such as codified 

systems, as being synonymous with, or definitive of, the essence of being. 

The central theme ofRayuela is often said to be the ubiquitous search for meaning 

and the ensuingjourney as undertaken by Horacio Oliveira, the novel's main protagonist. 

According to critic Agata Sega, Rayuela, more than other works by Cortazar, is 

concerned with the concept of "the quest," which, characteristically in Cortazar' s works, 

appears as the character's desire to achieve reconciliation with himself and the reality he 

inhabits (32). Jazz, as a recurring leitmotif in the first part of the novel, "Dellado de 

all a," serves a symbolic function in its representation of freedom, as well as a structuring 

model for the novel and the game of hopscotch, another leitmotif and the title of the 

novel. Oliveira claims, "De una manera u otra todos la [libertad/rayuela] buscan, todos 

quieren abrir Ia puerta para ira jugar" (71: 538). Here he refers to the concept of 

Paradise Lost, Eden, or what he calls "el kibbutz del deseo" (56: 491 ). The game of 

hopscotch represents both childhood' s innocent play and Horacio's spiritual journey. 
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Jazz' s improvisational , spontaneous, unwritten, and unrehearsed nature provides an 

artistic form that parallels the symbolic function of the game of hopscotch within 

Ravuela; both are artistic forms which encompass the juxtaposing elements of order and 

contingency. Technically and metaphorically, these two elements underlie the narrative 

and thematic structure ofRayuela. Jazz provides an "aural" musical reading as well as an 

alternate form of communication other than non-musical, spoken language. 

The theme of the quest in Ravuela, unfolds in the search for meaningful 

communicative encounters. These turn out to be connections or bridges based either on 

an indecipherable metaphysical order, a non-system of arbitrary contingency, or an 

alternative open or flexible structure that includes innovation and infinite possibility. The 

novel concerns the inevitable risks and choices imposed by the interaction of living; the 

continual flux between the concepts of predetermination and free will that permeate and 

perplex the characters' existence. Sega refers to what Cortazar specialists call a "magic 

agent"; according to her, such a "magic agent" is composed of specific connotations 

inherent in a symbol other than the usual and obvious meaning that function to bridge the 

gap between two realities: the daily mundane and the artistic vision (32). The paradox of 

the concrete, yet abstract, quality of the present eludes precise representation because of 

its ephemeral quality. It is the elusive vibrant present, unencumbered by linear 

temporality, which the narrative seeks to recover and transmit in this novel. Jazz, 

through its improvisational quality, captures and projects this elusive element and, thus, 

is distinguished from the many other musical forms referred to in the novel. 

Not quite a Bildungsroman, or a mythological "quest" for existential meaning, 

Rayuela posits the possible existential void, as well as infinite possible new paradigms 
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for the redefinition of the characters ' and readers ' concepts of writing and reading 

literature. It does not attempt to impose an "answer"; rather, it seeks to provide a means, 

or bridge, from which the reader may undertake and chart his/her own journey. Cortizar 

intends to overcome textual ordering through active reader participation in the novel's 

alternative sequential numbering. In the same manner, jazz improvisation represents a 

collective musical heritage that actively transforms conventional musical structures into 

new sequences, just as Rayuela "plays" with both linear and numerical order with relation 

to the narrative plot. 

This search for meaning questions the validity of the concept of order, in relation 

to plot, narrative structure, and linear temporality. Instead, Rayuela ' s plot embraces the 

role of contingency which, "from the very first page of the novel ... is turned into a 

principle of action [from which] connections, friendships and love originate" (Heise 89). 

Contingency is the basis of the actions that form the connections or bridges of 

communication. The novel examines the nature of communication through artistic 

expression as the principal element that motivates, directs, and defines the characters' 

perception and its transmittal. Jazz, as a musical form synonymous with improvisation, is 

the musical embodiment of the dichotomy inherent in the processes of reconciliation of 

the daily mundane and artistic creation. The marriage of technical virtuosity and 

expressive freedom inherent injazz improvisation is symbolic of the continuous quest for 

reasons and answers, which defines the individual characters ofRayuela as well as its 

narrative structure. Jazz improvisation dominates the art of arbitrary melodic encounters 

to form a musical experience which gives the illusion of being undefined, unbound; yet, 
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its technique is firmly rooted in and emergent from mathematical relationships while the 

imagination strives to reach the apex of the creative process. 

Bordering on the rational, the essence of an improvisational jazz performance 

represents an alternative, challenging perspective to other musical ones, marked by the 

static, closed structures of traditional concepts of the relationship between form and 

content. Past experiences fuse with a continuously unfolding future in a powerful , potent 

temporal present that bridges the reflective and dynamic aspects of human consciousness. 

Jazz improvisation represents an area where the rational and the subconscious unite and 

provides a glimpse of the nature of existence, always unfolding within the possibility of 

itself. However, in Rayuela, the improvisations within the jazz performances heard by 

the characters are subject to temporal restriction by being fixed in vinyl, to be 

continuously replayed as the novel is reread. Rasula refers to comments by Hsio Wen 

Shih in his essay, "The Spread of Jazz and the Big Bands," that recordings ruin 

evolutionary chronology in that they circulate nonsequentially, privately, and defy 

reliable documentation oftheir consumption (143). Rayuela, in this light, as a 

discography, cannot be viewed as a historical testimony to jazz evolution. According to 

Rasula, with regard to recordings as historical testimony, "their role in determining the 

history of the music is subservient to the historian' s role as speaker of the discourse" 

(135). Although considered primary sources by historians and critics, they cannot 

truthfully substitute for the experience oflive performance any more than the novel can 

overcome its fictitious nature. Like recordings, however, it can capture and transmit 

mimetic variations of objective reality; fiction could possibly be considered an 

improvisational variation on life itself. 
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Walter Benjamin, in his essay, "On Language as Such and on the Language of 

Man," says that "every expression of human mental life can be understood as a kind of 

language," and that "consciousness is apparently (or really) bound to such 

communication to varying degrees" (62). While Rayuela questions and examines the 

authenticity of literature and verbal language, all other arts forms are included in this 

examination, as well as analysis of the relationship between form and content, author and 

reader, and the limits either defined or transcended by particular works of art. Affirming 

the connection, or bridge, between the concept of language and the human element, a 

member of the Serpent Club declares with regard to verbal language: "Lenguaje quiere 

decir residencia en una realidad, vivencia en una realidad. Aunque ... nos traiciona .. . hay 

que re-vivirlo, no re-animarlo" (99: 614). The basic motivation for creating art is to 

group in some order the seemingly chaotic elements that comprise the artist's conscious 

experience. In turn, there exists a need to seek and establish "systems" through which 

concepts and events, both past and anticipated, may be analyzed and categorized. The 

existence of a higher order, or "transcendental signified," is always challenged by the 

seemingly arbitrary linguistic systems and the element of chance that seems to punctuate 

lives. In this novel, Cortazar points to the linguistic limitations of the author and to the 

fact that language is received as a passive heritage (Amoros 37). Although all art is 

fabrication , a "spun tale," it emanates from the human need to quantify and qualify the 

human experience and express these observations to other humans. Music, like language, 

is a semiotic system imbued with emotive and logical signification, representing, perhaps, 

a more fluid, if not less structured, order than verbal language. 
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At the time of the book' s publication, jazz was still viewed as a non-legitimate 

musical form with connotations synonymous with low popular culture, drugs, and sleazy 

nightlife. Cortazar, himself an amateur jazz trumpeter, inspired by the life of jazz great 

Charles Parker, explores the paradox of musical genius and existential despair in the short 

story, "El perseguidor." According to Picon Garfield, in this work, "the longest and 

perhaps the most successful of his short stories," Cortazar writes for the first time of an 

existential problem which would later be developed in Rayuela" (Julio 46). Rayuela' s 

Horacio, like Johnny Carter, the character of the jazz genius in "El perseguidor," is 

compelled by existential suffering to enter into a "quest" for meaning; both seek an area 

beyond the limits of traditional artistic representation and established social, economic, 

and political doctrine, in order to discover a new order from which they do not feel 

alienated. Jazz musician Don Pate "coins the term otherwhere to describe the 

destinations of soloists' explorations" ( qtd. in Sudnow 146 ). This term accurately infers 

the desired, yet unknown destinations that motivates the search for meaning that compels 

both Johnny and Horacio. 

It is during musical improvisation that Johnny molds his own notion of time, thus 

glimpsing at alternate dimensions other than conventional time and reality. However, for 

the protagonist of "El perseguidor," inability to accept the commonalities of his human 

extra-musical existence ultimately causes his demise and the silencing of his music. 

Mundane daily communication, or lack thereof, becomes unbearable, incompatible, and 

incomparable to the authenticity of expression he experiences through music. For 

Johnny, existential anguish overcomes his creative genius and death is the result, if not 

the desired answer, to his quest. Perhaps for Horacio, the combined factors of cultural 
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and intellectual astuteness and lack of creative genius either allow or obligate him to 

pursue some sort of reconciled existence which for Johnny was not an option. Horacio 

does however, as a listener of recorded jazz at the Serpent Club' s reunions, experience a 

sense of a more profound, if not alternate, exalted existence, as intuited by improvising 

musicians and expressed through their improvisational skills. Some, like Bix 

Beiderbecke and Eddie Lang, are deceased but, as musicians, are resurrected each time 

their recordings are played. Horacio compares the two musicians' musical interaction to 

the tossing of a ball: "jugaban con Ia pelota I'm coming, Virginia," and ponders the 

locations of their respective burial sites: "a cmintas mill as una de otra sus dos nadas que 

en una noche futura de Paris se batian guitarra contra corneta, gin contra mala suerte, el 

jazz" (10 : 169). The musicians speak across time and space through recordings as 

intercessors, messengers, as well as bridges, to the altered existences they experience 

through their music. Horacio considers them as " intercesores, una irrealidad 

mostnindonos otra, como los santos pintados que muestran el cielo con el 

dedo ... eslabones en una cadena inexistente" (12 : 179). 

Picon Garfield notes the creative process and its relationship to life as the 

principal theme of"El perseguidor" (Julio 46). She further notes that in "El 

perseguidor," Cortazar sets forth the creator' s dilemma, also the central theme of 

Rayuela: "a search for a bridge to a richer, more meaningful existence and its effective 

communication to fellow man ... and the relevance of creativity and its expression to the 

emichment of existence" (Julio 49). Johnny' s anguished existence is both ameliorated 

and exacerbated by his musical genius, through which he is able to intuit a reality more 

authentic than traditional daily routine. His anguish at his inability to reconcile his inner 
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reality with an outer, false reality, results in a destructive lifestyle of alcohol and drugs. 

Bruno, the jazz critic and author of a biography on Johnny, comes to realize that this 

musician is not a persecuted victim who seeks escape from conventional time through 

playing jazz music, but an active seeker who, through his music, is able to enter into time, 

compressing vast experience into a few moments ("El perseguidor" 131 ). Music for 

Johnny, however, seems to exist in an existential void, devoid of meaning, connection, or 

bridge, with other human beings. 

By contrast, in Rayuela, Horacio is driven, perhaps by his own lack of genius, to 

not only glimpse but to comprehend and appropriate for his own purposes, the essence of 

the creative process and its existential purpose. Unlike Johnny, who claims that he never 

thinks ( 1 09), Horacio does not have a powerful ability which can transport him to what 

he refers to as the "center," "una especie de orden que Oliveira era incapaz de precisar" 

(90: 584). A lesser gifted artist, cursed perhaps with an analytical intellect and a certain 

level of cultural awareness, Horacio's despair forces him to seek out other venues, to 

explore "otherness," other possible "centers," and to question the nature and relationship 

between order and chaos. Improvisation, "a compromise between order and disorder. .. a 

negotiation between codes and their pleasurable dismantling" entices Horacio by these 

characteristics (Corbett 237). This compromise and negotiation is what motivates and 

propels Horacio in his search; the pleasure inherent in the process of dismantling is 

desire/desirable. Roland Barthes refers to a "meaning" other than communication and 

signification, called the "obtuse" meaning, which is neither in the language system nor 

the symbolic system (Image 60). He explains it as a signifier without a signified, thus 

located "outside" of language (61 ): "the epitome of a counter-narrative; disseminated, 
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reversible, set to its own temporality" (63), a "multi-layering of meanings which always 

lets the previous meaning continue" (58). Barthes's "obtuse meaning" can be related to 

Horacio' s notion of jazz' s ability to take him out of a familiar center, into the chaos of 

multiple, possible, new, coexisiting centers: "a veces le llegaba el sentido de 

alguna ... musica, llemindolo de ansiedad porque era capaz de intuir que ahi estaba el 

sentido primero" (90: 584). 

Picon Garfield explains in her book, Julio Cortazar, that Cortazar sees the jazz 

musician as an individual who lives spontaneously, violating aesthetically an established 

order in improvised "takes" (34-35). Musical improvisation in performance is limited by 

the time in which it occurs; through "takes," the ephemeral performance is subject to 

technical as well as temporal limits. Critics refer to the recorded medium in order to 

analyze and categorize, and it is that which students of jazz study as vehicles toward 

forming their own styles. Jaques Attali , in his book Noise: The Political Economy of 

Music, claims that improvisation leads to a concept of history that is open and unstable, 

effecting a reappropriation of time and space in which time no longer flows in linear 

fashion but sometimes leads to "a multifaceted time in which rhythms, styles, and codes 

diverge ... and rules dissolve" (147). For Johnny, a recorded "take" does nothing to 

diminish his existential anguish or aid in his "search." He is not interested in fame, fans, 

or critics. Rasula, in his article "The Media ofMemory," notes that jazz history is closer 

to anthropology when considering Levi-Strauss ' s distinction that "history attends to the 

conscious, and anthropology to the unconscious, parameters of cultural activity" (I 55). 

He adds that there is a "need to refigure narrative function here so that Lester Young, 

telling a ' little story' in his solo, sanctifies history by disclosing it to us as performance" 
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(149). With Rayuela, Cortazar attempts to refigure narrative function by restructuring 

language and the textual order of the narrative and taking it "outside" of the traditional 

functional limits and textual boundaries of the novelistic form, as in performance. Rasula 

goes on to claim that ' jazz is- musically, conceptually, historically- an exploration of 

the plasticity of time" (146). This statement coincides with what Morelli, a central 

character in Rayuela (a writer whose works are revered by the members of the Serpent 

Club), has to say about historical time: "Error de postular un tiempo hist6rico absoluto: 

Hay tiempos diferentes aunque paralelos ... Y ese tiempo es el percibido y habitado por 

I 

pintores y escritores que rehusan apoyarse en Ia circunstancia .. . sencillamente estan al 

margen del tiempo superficial de su epoca ... " (116: 659). Rasula points to the irony of 

tracing "the legacy of an improvised music by listening to ' definite ' recordings on 

records . .. converting the extemporaneous into scripture" ( 144 ). Performance is captured 

and fixed similarly to oral tradition which, prior to inscription, is verbal performance of 

language; bridges are created through media where there were none before. Rasula says 

that "recordings are the actual subject, not the music as such" ( 140). If a parallel may be 

drawn between the novelistic form as subject, then its content is something other: the 

novel is a "bridge," or vessel for the live, improvised message in the way a recording is a 

bridge to live, improvised performance. 

"Cortazar himself identifies both with the writer- as creator and critic- and with 

the jazz musician .. . [pursuing] both the search for authenticity and its communication ... 

[and the] bridges between literature and life" (Picon Garfield, Julio 49-50). Rayuela' s 

autobiographical nature may assume Cortazar' s identification with the character of 

Horacio, who, in turn, embodies the essences of both the characters of Johnny, the jazz 
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musician, and Bruno, the jazz critic. In an interview with Picon Garfield, Cortazar says 

of Johnny and Bruno, "I myselfwould like to be kind of a synthesis ofthe two, even for a 

day, for one day of my life, creator and critic" (6). Perhaps this desire reflects Cortazar' s 

wish to simultaneously connote and denote literary meaning similar to the simultaneous 

reading/writing and composing/performing that occurs in the process of jazz 

improvisation. In his search, Horacio seeks an alternate, more authentic reality, but he 

seeks, as does Cortazar, a synthesis between it and the visible, albeit often "false," reality 

of daily existence, not its abandonment, nor a suicidal leap: "Nuestra verdad posible tiene 

que ser invenci6n " (73 : 545). Horacio yearns to master the art of improvisation within 

his artistic endeavors, his thought process, as well as his personal relationships; perhaps 

he seeks a balance between the emotive and intellectual: the subjectivity of the dream 

world and the often-harsh realities of objective existence. Just as Bruno, the jazz critic, 

begins to view Johnny as "el perseguidor," instead of the victimized "perseguido," 

Horacio desperately desires this reconciliation with himself so as not to succumb to 

existential despair and eventual death, as Johnny does. 

Johnny expresses himself as an improvising musician while Horacio, by listening 

to records, is a " reader" of recorded jazz. Jazz recordings fascinate him, providing an 

emotive, yet intellectual, alternative art form to the traditional narrative: "The words may 

be turgid and inadequate, but the music is not" (Rasula 156). Within Ravuela, jazz has 

been considered as symbolic of freedom (Amor6s 79). Within the Serpent Club, it is 

seen as "un modesto ejercicio de liberaci6n" (12: 174). Such a simplistic assumption 

fails to encompass the complexity ofthe concept of freedom and the symbiotic 

relationship between the structure of jazz improvisation and that ofCortazar' s novel. "El 
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jazz es como un pajaro que migra o emigra o inmigra o transmigra, saltabarreras, 

burlaaduanas, algo que corre y se disfunde ... " ( 17: 204 ). This passage is an example of 

Cortazar' s adept improvisational skills with language in Rayuela; linguistically the bird' s 

flight is represented through sound repetition, variation, and words made up by 

combining others, as well as through meaning, symbolically expressing its breaking with 

earthly boundaries. A more in-depth examination of this passage will reveal how 

Cortazar' s literary description of the bird' s flight parallels John Corbett' s comment on 

musical technique with regard to improvisation not as the abandonment of discipline but 

are-discipline, or subversion of discipline (227-28). Freedom to escape and destroy does 

symbolize the bird' s flight, as does freedom to recreate and reinvent. This is further 

illustrated in a short chapter within the third part of the novel, "De otros lados (capitulos 

precindibles)," which consists of a newspaper article concerning an Australian parrot 

cramped in a cage so small it could not spread its wings (119 : 662). Even according to 

the second model of reading, this chapter is placed toward the "end" of the linear plot 

contained within the first 56 chapters, coinciding with Horacio ' s return to Buenos Aires. 

Considering the circumstances of isolation, constraint, and literary stagnation that 

challenged the Latin American novel and its authors during the 1950s and 1960s, the 

metaphor of a caged bird flying free applies to both literary and musical freedom; not to 

abandon technique and discipline, but to be liberated from antiquated restricting codes. It 

also echoes Johnny Carter' s situation with regard to his music wherein it is not a vehicle 

of escape, but rather an instrument of discovery and insight. Although Johnny is 

destroyed by his insight and Horacio is driven nearly mad by it, the questions of 
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existential responsibility, free will, and predetermination, are explored by both Cortazar' s 

short story and novel with jazz musical improvisation as a thematic, unifYing thread. 

Unlike "El perseguidor," Rayuela is a large, complex work in which Oliveira, a 

nearing middle-aged, unemployed sculptor, seeks to escape the provincialism of his 

native Buenos Aires to both loose and find himself in Paris because Paris is "un 

centro ... una mandala que hay que recorrer sin dialectica, un laberinto donde las formulas 

pragmaticas no sirven mas que para perderse" (93 : 595). Paris, for Horacio, is a maze 

that hides a key that will open the door to the "other side," an area beyond the limits of 

intellectual awareness where he can find himself as subject, not object, of his own 

existence (26: 280-81 ). Horacio comments on the inadequacy of words to explain his 

sentiments: "Pero no hay palabras para una materia entre palabra y vision pura . . . yo 

mismo ... me estoy esperando inutilmente" (70: 569). Corbett speaks of an "all

consuming desire on the part of the [jazz] performer for the unknown ... the search for 

an area beyond territory ... [possibly] a privileged space ... exterior to discourse" (223). 

However, all artistic endeavors constitute expressive communication; thus, jazz 

constitutes a discourse of its own nature. 

In contrast to the logical, albeit arbitrary nature of the linguistic system, the active 

elements of music improvisation: spontaneity, immediacy, risk, and choice provide a 

language more active, less veiled than written language and, perhaps, less split from 

human conscious and unconscious experiences. While symbolic of artistic freedom in 

Rayuela, jazz improvisation is not the result of arbitrary arrangements of notes but is 

based on theoretical harmonic structures. It is the creative ability to weave in and out of 

these harmonic structures through dissonance, harmony, tension, and resolution that 
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constitute the paradigm of freedom with regard to jazz improvisation. Performance, 

rather than composition, characterizes the essence of musical improvisation as "each 

performance' s evolving ideas, sustained momentarily by the air waves, vanish as new 

developments overtake them, seemingly never to be repeated" (Berliner 1 ). Cortazar, 

with Rayuela, has captured the essence of improvisation frozen in vinyl and set it in flight 

anew by the improvisation with words. 

The evolution of musical ideas in improvisation defies the common concept that 

improvisation consists of an arbitrary, random selection of notes, although Corbett speaks 

of an arbiter in relation to improvisation which assumes "at least three forms: the body of 

the performer/i nstrument, the vocabulary ofthe performer, and the performance context. " 

He also states that "on the whole it is given over to the will of the performer; it consists of 

non-random utterances" (225). Although Cortazar described jazz as "the only 

surrealistic music" (qtd. in Picon Garfield, Julio 8), it is doubtful that he would equate the 

process of verbal free association with the creation of improvised musical lines and 

phrases. Corbett considers the act of improvisation in relation to Julia Kristeva' s concept 

of signification as "the trial of meaning ... the subject on trial, in process, en process [sic r 
(216). Corbett states that Kristeva' s notion of the "semiotic," with regard to 

improvisation, "should not be thought of .. as access to a pre-Oedipal, prelinguistic space 

of pure semiosis." Corbett draws an analogy between improvisation and language, "since 

the ' trial ' is precisely carried out in .. . the process of organizing and disorganizing sound" 

(232). Surrealism was, for Cortazar, a necessary liberating technique but otherwise 

insufficient and, at some point, automatic writing had ceased to interest him (Amor6s 41 ). 

Perhaps, like Horacio, Cortazar yearned for some order(s), however alternate or multiple, 
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that required action rather than the passivity associated with subconscious ruminations. 

Through Etienne, one of the characters of Rayuela, Cortazar exposes the weakness of 

surrealist theory as a false liberation oflanguage from Western rationalism: "Los 

surrealistas se colgaron de las palabras en vez de despegarse brutalmente de elias" (99: 

613 ). Surrealists, Etienne continues, disregarded the fact that verbal language, while a 

traitor to its meaning, outlines the structure of humanity (99 : 613). Similarly, with regard 

to jazz improvisation, spontaneity does not preclude the musical context and structure 

that support it nor the historical musical heritage that the individual improviser brings to 

her "takes" and to which she lends her unique style and interpretation. 

In jazz improvisation, the symbolic and the natural order converge and the 

messenger, who also incarnates the message, is more alive to both its bearer and its 

receiver. The marriage of performance and composition allow for the paradox of 

spontaneous creation of organized sound, although this organization may defy the 

legitimacy (i.e. , classicality) of musical critical theory. Execution of improvisation in 

jazz music is a communion between the technical and spiritual, the intellectual and the 

emotional, high and low culture, and the traditional past and innovative potential of the 

present. Similarly, and given the limitations of the written word, Rayuela attempts, not 

without success, to improvise on the novelistic form. 
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Tuning In and Tuning Out: "Soy, ergo swing" 

Chance, spontaneity, disorder, and chaos are recurring elements that appear to 

characterize the encounters and events that comprise the first part of Rayuela in which 

Horacio, rather than actively undertaking, is passively resigned to his search: "Ya para 

entonces me habia dado cuenta de que buscar era mi signo, emblema de los que salen de 

noche sin prop6sito fijo ... " (1: 126-27). Saul Sosnowski points out that Cortazar' s fiction 

is characterized by "a sense of uneasiness, the suspicion that other orders less visible and 

comprehensible, but not less powerful than what reason conjures up to allay man's fears 

do exist" ( 100-0 I). Motivated by discontent and the condition of lack or void in his 

existence, Horacio is typical of Francine Masiello' s description of Cortazar' s heroes as 

"often pathetic and aimless types .. . driven by the need to communicate and to locate that 

sense of"othemess" which separates them from their surroundings" (63). Horacio ' s 

search seems to necessitate rejection or deconstruction of his present perception of social, 

artistic, political, and cultural constructs since they exemplify the purely rational which 

only represents a fabricated reality that masks another, more intuitive, subliminal 

mechanism. 

However, Horacio recognizes that, upon his arrival in Paris from Buenos Aires, 

he is still inhibited by his Argentine provincialism: " .. . mis costumbres argentinas me 

prohibian cruzar continuamente de una vereda a otra para mirar las cosas mas 

insignificantes .. . " (1:123). He is his own critic- at once the subject and object of his 
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own ana\)'s\s. ln Horacio Oliveira' s case, the distance se\)arating the critic from the se\f 

is such that he barely inhabits himself, or his surrounding cirsumstances. La Maga says 

to him, with regard to extema\ rea\it)' , "Y os sos como un testigo ... crees que estas en esta 

pieza pero no estas ... estas mirando la pieza" (3: 144). Jazz musicians function as self

critics as well during improvisation. Robert Walser states that jazz musicians "are free to 

signify on the music they have played just seconds before. Improvisors can comment on 

what they have just played by spontaneously repeating, embellishing, and developing 

their best ideas" ( 175). In the case of improvisation, the distance between the objective 

and subjective self is bridged, a connection is established. Horacio attempts to bridge the 

schism in his own psyche by undermining orthographic rules of language and 

improvising with phonetic games that include punning on the letter "h." In Spanish, "h" 

is an orthographic formality, always silent, unless preceeded by the letter "c." The 

narrative refers to Horacio by his surname, "Oliveira," invoking the history of ancestral 

tradition associated with surnames. The Mediterranean origin ofhis surname, Oliveira, is 

brought about by the character of Berthe Trepat, a composer of twentieth-century art 

music, who is curious about his past as well as his purpose in Paris. After the 

unsuccessful performance of her composition "Sintesis Delibes-Saint-Saens, " she asks 

his name and replies, "Oliveira," rather than "Horacio." She then compares their 

common southern ancestral origins:" ... somos panicos los dos. No como ... los del Norte, 

frios como peces, absolutamente mercuriales" (23: 258). Trepat, who does not improvise 

musically, is, like Oliveira, restricted by the weight of tradition encoded in his surname 

and who does not improvise on his daily existence. 
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La Maga instead refers to him always as Horacio, the individual. In modem 

music theory, enharmonic pitches are those "that are one and the same even though 

~ 17 ~ d " hi named or ' spelled' differently, e.g., G or A orE and F. Pitches relate m t sway are 

said to be enharmonic equivalents of one another" ("Enharmonic" 288). The exterior 

theoretical order of musical notation does not chan~e the ~\tc.\\ ~(.)\l\\d b\lt ~\\.~~~ \~ 

theoretical significance within the composition in the same way that "Holiveira" 

theoretically re-signifies "Oliveira." Horacio improvises with language and in this 

manner assumes control over it, in the same way a musician controls his or her technique 

and vocabulary during improvisation. Horacio ponders the dichotomy ofbeing an 

"active spectator": "Hespectador activo. Habia que hanalizar despacio el hasunto" (90: 

583). The words that he chooses to improvise on represent a static, passive, or objective 

being; Horacio is the analytical spectator who seeks reconciliation with his desire to be 

active, although not in a false way: "'Lo malo,' se decia Oliveira, "es que ... pretendo ser 

un espectador activo y ahi empieza Ia cosa"' (90: 583). Horacio questions the true 

morality of action, particulary social and political actions that shape history, shunning 

what he perceives as the surrender of the self in favor of "la falsa accion ... Ia que 

desencadenaba el respeto, el prestigio y las hestatuas hecuestres" (90: 583). Burton W. 

Peretti, in his article "Oral Histories of Jazz Musicians," comments on the folklorist 's 

preference for oral tradition as opposed to the historian' s reliance on written sources. He 

claims that the testimonies of jazz musicians, in their parallel to their musical 

performances, harbor a form of "truth" even within the "lies." Peretti states that 

folklorists "are eager to hear the words of jazz musicians because they hope that these 

words will be the verbal equivalent of jazz" (128). Although in Spanish the "h" is never 
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aspired, Rayuela gives readers an active choice between the silent or the aspirated "h" in 

the same way that musicians are given a choice of what notes to play when improvising. 

Here, it seems that Cortazar, by undermining orthographical rules, in the same way that 

improvisation undermines the melody, intends to imbue the narrative with the same 

unquestionable element of truth attributed to oral testimonies of jazz musicians. The 

silence of the "h" in Spanish evokes musical symbols, called "rests," that measure silence 

in musical notation. Rests shape the silence around the sound, creating melodic phrases 

and making rhythms possible. Horacio ' s playful use of "h" may imply a musical 

punctuation of silence out of which language and music emerge as well as the actions that 

flow into history. 

Horacio goes on to say that certain women, paintings, and poems give him hope 

of accessing a zone where it would be possible to accept oneself with less disgust and 

mistrust (90: 583). Horacio destabilizes language and appropriates it for his own 

personal expression: "Heste Holiveira siempre con sus hejemplos" (84 : 570). 

Improvising musicians do the same with melody. Simbolically, "Horacio Holiveira," 

attempts to unite "ellado de alia" and "ellado de aca" within him; the Argentine 

tradition, represented by "Holiveira," suggests that the original subject need not be 

obliterated in order to allow for a new, active, individualized existence to emerge from 

it- it need only be improvised upon. 

Horacio is not prepared for the fusion or blending of high culture and popular 

culture, although both are problematic for him. His search involves a reconciliation of 

these opposing elements, but not as in a static, final "solution" but a continual process of 

reinvention, wherein signification is not determined or contained by exclusion. Horacio 
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sings and whistles tangos when in Paris and, while listening to jazz at a Club meeting, is 

relieved to recognize a theme from Blue Interlude, "un disco que habia tenido alguna vez 

en Buenos Aires" (15 : 190). Bernard Gendron states that jazz' s "transformation from an 

entertainment music to an art music, initiated by the bebop revolution in the mid-1940s, 

represents arguably one of the most significant cultural shifts of this century" (32). 

Bebop, a jazz style that flourished between about 1944 and 1958, stressed melodic 

improvisation; improvised solos, consisting of formulaic, jagged, fast-moving melodies 

alternate with the theme, and silence is combined with "punctuations that reinterpret 

traditional harmonies through chordal extension, alteration, or substitution" ("Bebop" 

86). Gendron discusses high modernism's appropriation of materials from "a more 

passive mass culture .. . for the purposes of formal experimentation ... such as Stravinsky' s 

use of. .. the tango. With the bebop revolution, and since, mass culture has been more the 

aggressor in this interchange [between mass culture and modernist high culture]" 

(Gendron 31 ). By 1946, the bebop school that included Dizzie Gillespie and Charlie 

Parker represented modernism. Gendron adds that opponents criticized the music' s 

"inaccessibility and undanceabilty," as well as the "wrong notes" and "excessive musical 

acrobatics" that characterized bebop (32-33 ). The demise of bebop in 1950 paved the 

way for jazz as a modem, experimental, art music (Gendron 33). At a meeting of the 

Serpent Club, bebop, particularly a Dizzie Gillespie recording, presents a problem for 

Horacio who refuses to go along with Gillespie ' s musical "games" that echo the "games" 

he perceives being played by Gregorovius Ossip, who is in love with La Maga. Ossip is 

a member of the Serpent Club who has a deep understanding of both Horacio and La 

Maga and their relationship. Horacio, jealous of his friendship with La Maga accuses her 
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frequently of having an affair with him partly, as an excuse for his exit from their 

relationship (20: 217). Bebop is symbolic of the tension inherent in the unfamiliar; 

Horacio is not comfortable with the false reality he rejects yet experiences vertigo in the 

face of bebops ' aural journey into unfamiliar space. Horacio 'sjealousy culminates in an 

outburst against the music: "Un perfecto asco ... Sacame esa porqueria del plato. Yo no 

vengo mas al Club si aqui hay que escuchar a ese mono sabio" (12: 178). The Club 

compromises with a blues recording by Bessie Smith, "Queen of the Blues," representing 

a return to origins: that of jazz and that of La Maga as she tells stories of her past in 

Montevideo. 
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Horacio claims that, "claro que mi pais es un puro refrito" ( 13: 183 ). He perceives 

Argentine culture to be an authentic but recycled reflection of other cultures. His own 

lack of authenticity is pointed out by another Club member: "Empezando por ti ... aqui 

has venido siguiendo el molde de todos tus connacionales que se 1argaban a Paris para 

hacer su educaci6n sentimental" ( 13: 183). Ossip, who long ago c'habia renunciado a Ja 

ilusi6n de entender," does not hesitate to confront Horacio regarding his search for 

meaning, "A vos te hubiera gustado encontrar Ia gran entrada, ~eh?" he asks. He is frank 

with Horacio: "Desde que te conozco no haces mas que buscar, pero uno tiene la 

sensaci6n de que ya llevas en el bolsillo lo que andas buscando" (31 : 330). As does the 

rest of the Serpent Club, Ossip suspects that Horacio lacks emotion because he abandons 

La Maga with a sick child and does not attend the funeral. Horacio tells Ossip he wants 

to be left alone, " ... te das cuenta de que ya no puedo decirte nada, ni a vos ni a nadie" 
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(31 : 333 ). This total withdrawal or self-exile from humanity is the beginning of his exit 

from Paris, "ellado de alla," and his return to Buenos Aires, "el I ado de aca. " This return 

is symbolic ofHoracio's reconnection with his alienated self Reconciliation of the 

subjective self and objective reality is similar to musical improvisation; only with a 

genuine understanding of and feeling for the structural elements of a tune, can a musician 

truly improvise freely upon it. 

Horacio ponders the superficiality of Argentine culture and his middle-class roots 

after receiving a letter from his brother back home announcing the subsequent arrival of 

funds that help support the unemployed Horacio. He had decided in his youth not to seek 

refuge or self-definition through Argentine society ' s "false order": '"cultura,' truco por 

excelencia de la clase media argentina para hurtar el cuerpo a la realidad nacional y a 

cualquier otra, y creerse a salvo del vacio que Ia rodeaba" (3 : 140-41 ). Horacio attempts 

to escape suffocating Argentine cultural systems in Paris, only to find there another 

different, yet binding cultural system that slowly and deliciously destroys: " ... escritura, 

literatura, pintura, escultura .. . todas las turas de este mundo ... se puede elegir la tura ... asi 

es como Paris nos destruye despacio, deliciosamente, triturandonos" (73 : 546). Daniel 

Link discusses Rayuela ' s obsession with Buenos Aires and Paris with regard to 

modernity and urban culture: " .. . las ciudades que Rayuela construye son ciudades 

muertas, restos de un pasado estetico y politico, las ruinas de la modernidad. Las calles, 

los recorridos, los personajes que La Maga y Horacio encuentran ... por Paris estan 

marcados porIa experiencia de las vanguardias hist6ricas;" and in contrast presents "un 

Buenos Aires atemporal que no parece haber llegado mas alia de los aftos cuarenta" 

(104). In both cities however, Horacio is bound by his own philosophy of inaction as the 
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singular form of authentic "protest," or rather, its antithesis: "Valia mas renunciar, porque 

Ia renuncia a Ia acci6n era la protesta misma y no su mascara" (3: 140). This attempt to 

self-liberate from externally imposed systems of value opens Horacio to alternate 

concepts of structuring reality. However, his commitment to inaction, combined with 

excessive analytical thought, paralyzes him and impedes his search: " ... el hecho mismo 

de estarlo pensando en vez de estarlo viviendo te prueba que esta mal, que nos hemos 

metido en una desarmonia total que todos nuestros recursos disfrazan con el edificio 

social, con Ia historia ... " (125 : 675). This statement, ambiguously attributable to either 

Horacio or a narrator, indicates Horacio' s uncertainty about where to go from the point of 

rupture with the familiar. He is frozen by the seemingly endless choices Paris represents, 

from which to invent or deconstruct one' s own truth. 

Nathaniel Mackey, in his article, "Other: From Noun to Verb," discusses "the 

white appropriation and commercialization of swing [which] resulted in a music that was 

less improvisatory ... than was the case with music played by African-Americans" (86). 

Swing, once synonymous with jazz, evolved into a term that generally refers to the big

band jazz music ofthe twenties and thirties. Mackey cautions against positing static, 

intrinsic attributes or characteristics when speaking of otherness, claiming cultural 

diversity as an element inherent in culture itself: " ... a consequence of actions and 

assumptions which are socially- rather than naturally, genetically- instituted and 

reinforced" (76). It is this fear of losing oneself or one ' s cultural heritage to "otherness" 

that Horacio seeks to conquer, much like Cortazar himself experienced the limitations 

imposed by the closed standards of Latin American literary circles that felt a need for 

shelter from European influence. Mackey goes on to stress the "dynamics of agency and 
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attribution by way of which otherness is brought about and maintained, the fact that other 

is something people do, more importantly a verb than an adjective or noun" (76). This 

definition precludes the sustention of rigid and formal cultural barriers; authentic 

dynamics of culture do not isolate and exclude but rather appropriate and embrace. It 

also stresses the element of action and its implicit factors of choice and risk, concepts that 

confound Horacio, still crippled by the oppression and isolation of Latin American 

thought systems, in particular from Argentina. He is reluctant to act in any way which 

may be construed as commitment to any structured processes of thought or values. 

Eugenio Suarez-Galban Guerra, in his article "Cortazar como negro: 'El 

perseguidor,"' notes parallels between the literary life of Johnny Carter and Julio 

Cortazar, pointing to Paris as the author' s residence as well as the literary setting for the 

story. He notes that Paris is representative of the rational European world, "centro 

mitico-cultural del Viejo Continente y refugio cultural igualmente mitico tanto de 

latinoamericanos como de norteamericanos, incluyendo figuras importantes de Ia raza 

negra" (50). He further compares the marginal experience of Black Americans with that 

of the Argentine: "Tambien un negro norteamericano puede sentir. .. esa dicotomia tan 

argentina entre civilizaci6n y barbarie" (51). Cortazar' s experience in Paris as a third

world citizen is compared to that of black experience: "Ese negro en Paris ... es el 

latinoamericano ... yes el tercer mundo resistiendose a Ia colonizaci6n deshumanizante 

identificadas con elllamado progreso y desarrollo" (53-54). Although racial tension and 

prejudices in Paris of the 1950s did not approximate those of the Unites States or of the 

Americas in general, Suarez-Galban Guerra' s article offers a wider perspective wherein 

the black jazz musician in Paris, or Europe, as characterized by Johnny Carter, reflects 
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the human problem of the relationship between artist/creator and his/her creation: "el 

t6pico del negro como simple entertainer tiene su complemento en el del artista como 

simple ejecutor de una obra, resaltandose en ambos casos Ia categoria de mero 

instrumento, el ser humano como medio y no como fin integrado en su creaci6n" (52). 

Jazz improvisation, as an artistic medium, demonstrates a high degree of integration 

between the individual and the improvised music. Whether considered from the polar 

standpoints of live performance or the mechanics of a subsequent harmonic analysis of a 

solo, the subjectivity of the essence of an individual being cannot be dismissed or 

subjugated to an exterior plan or order. 

La Maga, whom Horacio encounters for the first time exiting from a library, 

personifies the concept of the other that will serve, as does jazz, as an antidote for 

Horacio to the overwhelming labyrinth that is Paris, "un laberinto donde las formulas 

pragmaticas no sirven mas que para perderse" (93 : 595). La Maga, aware that he bears 

witness to his own life without actually inhabiting it, tells him, "Vos pensas demasiado 

antes de hacer nada" (3 : 144). Synonymous with the Pont des Arts on which her delicate 

silhouette is often inscribed, as Horacio approaches the bridge, she represents art as well 

as a connection to the inexplicable, ephemeral, and transitory elements that characterize 

jazz improvisation. She herself is often annoyed by the definitiveness of explanations on 

her behalf by members of the club who, sometimes condescendingly, attempt to enlighten 

her on intellectual topics. She prefers instead to listen to a record of Coleman Hawkins, 

tenor saxophonist and one of the masters of "swing": " .. . Ia Maga parecia resentida por 

esas explicaciones que le estropeaban Ia musica, y no eran lo que ella esperaba siempre 

de una explicaci6n .... " (12: 175-76). Her idea of a satisfactory explanation is "una 
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cosquilla en Ia piel, una necesidad de respirar hondo como debia respirar Hawkins antes 

de atacar otra vez la melodia y como a veces respiraba ella ... " (12 : 176). She muses that 

the members ofthe Club always had something to ask her, as if they were bothered by 

her preference for singing (25 : 275). According to Horacio, La Maga sings, badly, 

German post-romantic lieder, in particular those of Hugo Wolf (2: 134). Lieder, as 

musical forms, are considered "art songs," consciously created, wherein poetry is 

carefully set to music ("Lied" 446). Art songs, as opposed to folk or popular songs, are 

intended for the concert repertory; their accompaniment is specified by the composer 

rather than improvised or arranged by or for the performer ("Art" 56). She aspires to this 

unlikely musical career singing lieder only when she does not speak of her son, 

Rocamadour, who is sickly and lives elsewhere because she cannot take care of him (2 : 

134 ). When she does think of him, her singing stops, leaving the piano open for Ronald 

to work on his bebop ideas or to "matamos dulcemente a fuerza de blues" (2: 137). 

Perhaps art songs, including lieder, with their rigid structure of written composition that 

subjugates the music to texts of high literary quality, represent a musical form too 

confining for her flexible, intuitive nature. They fail to express her melancholic 

sutiering. Horacio visits a fortune teller who nearly echoes La Maga's own words: "Ella 

sufre en alguna parte. Siempre ha sufrido. Es muy alegre, adora el amarillo, su pajaro es 

el mirlo, su bora Ia noche, su puente el Pont des Arts" (1 : 124). La Maga is identified 

with the "mirlo," or blackbird, reminiscent of the narrator' s metaphor of jazz " ... como un 

pajaro que migra o emigra o transmigra" ( 17: 204 ). She embodies at once the light 

freedom of a bird in flight and the solid, majestic structure of a bridge whose name 

represents the connections created by artistic endeavor. Like the paradox inherent in the 
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nature of jazz music, La Maga simultaneously celebrates pinnacles of joy within her 

unpretentious existence while never being completely removed from the poignancy of her 

suffering. Her suffering, however, is not like Horacio' s anguish, which results from what 

Karl Jaspers explains as "the dizziness and shudder of freedom confronting the necessity 

of making a choice" (xvi). 

Horacio recalls an encounter with La Maga, shortly after they met, in which they 

dispose of an old umbrella, which she had found in the Place de Ia Concorde, the largest 

plaza, or "center," in Paris. This center used to contain the guillotine, violent invention 

of the Revolution that publicly beheaded the aristocrats of the old order to make way for 

the new. She attempts to shield them both from the rain but Horacio recalls her struggle 

with the umbrella that could no longer fulfill its intended function: " ... en tu mano se 

arrn6 una catastrofe de relampagos frios y nubes negras, jirones de tela destrozada 

cayendo entre destellos de varillas desencajadas ... " (1 : 121 ). Discovered in Paris' s 

largest plaza, symbolic of the metaphoric "center" that preoccupies Horacio' s thematic 

search, the umbrella represents the tossing out, albeit with ceremony and dignity, of false 

notions of sheltered protection from the continuity of time and the risk of existence. La 

Maga, herself a bridge or vehicle in motion of discovery, embodies the elusive process of 

navigating Paris, metaphor for the labyrinth of objective and subjective realities. The 

umbrella, turned inside out with unattached wires protruding aimlessly, represents 

deconstruction of signifying systems; its origin is unknown although it is representative 

of the "center" which Horacio seeks. Horacio himself catapults it off an embankment 

near a small bridge with all of his force as La Maga screams theatrically. This is one of 

the lessons or exercises that La Maga, as mentor of his search, presents to Horacio: he is 
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to expell the pat notion of a simple, singular center, acknowledge the change inherent in 

existence and the plurality of centers, and allow space for improvisation. 

La Maga embodies Morelli ' s concept of the nonconformist as one that is guided 

by another freedom more secret and evasive, making use of her free time in ways that 

astounds the others. The members of the Serpent Club accept her immediately as a 

natural and inevitable presence although, Horacio notes, she did not function well within 

the club but preferred to relate to the members separately. On excursions through the 

city, she would bring them into her world unintentionally because "era gente que no 

estaba esperando otra cosa que salirse del recorrido ordinario ... y de Ia historia, y 

asi.. . todos los del Club estaban agradecidos a Ia Maga" ( 4: 147). Like jazz musicians, La 

Maga belongs to Cortazar's group of characters marginalized by society, which include 

what he calls "cronopios": "beings which resemble human beings of a certain type

intuitive, creative, impractical , spontaneous" (Picon Garfield, Julio 44). There is also a 

plausible argument for an analogy between La Maga and Eve, anachronic by her natural 

innocence within the logical and rational intellectual dynamics of the Serpent Club. As a 

mother who experiences the death of her son, Rocamadour, she is also symbolic of a 

subverted Madonna figure : violated and unrevered, yet retaining an innocent wisdom and 

purity of vision. For Horacio, the character of La Maga initiates him on the journey 

toward other realities, other centers. She infuses him with the essence of spontaneity and 

the capacity to experience pleasure without continual self-reflection: " .. . un mundo-Maga 

que era Ia torpeza y Ia confusion pero tam bien helechos con la firma de la arafia Klee, el 

circo Miro ... " ( 1: 124 ). In retrospect, Horacio claims that " llegue a aceptar el desorden de 

Ia Maga como Ia condicion natural de cada instante" (2 : 133). Horacio realizes that she, 
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like the improvising musicians they hear through recordings, glimpses instinctively at the 

other side of conventional reality that he and the club members seek dialectically ( 4: 

150). 

In keeping with the concept of "the other side," Mackey refers to "othering" as 

praxis of"black linguistic and music practices that accent variance, variability- what 

reggae musicians call "versioning" (77). Horacio' s commitment to inaction inhibits his 

ability to experience the other (La Maga), in a direct, non-mediated manner, which 

parallels Mackey' s account of white inability to experience swing without appropriating 

it and limiting its improvisational nature. "Versioning" is impossible for Horacio who 

cannot "himprovisar" because he fears risking the loss of self This fear impedes his 

ability to choose and to act in a "verbal" way. His language is static, a veil for his 

inaction that parallels his and the characters ' pondering about the "verbality" of literary 

language- its ability to effect change through authentic communication and interaction 

with "otherness." Ossip states that language cannot be revived without intuiting reality in 

some other, different manner, claiming that the direction must be from, "el ser al verbo, 

no del verbo al ser" (99: 614 ). 

The movement from noun to verb, which Mackey calls "privileging," that 

" linguistically accentuates action among a people whose ability to act is curtailed by . . -

racist constraints," underscores Horacio' s seduction by jazz music (79). The "black" 

liberties taken with music and language appeal to his sense of freedom and its inherent 

elements of risk, choice, and pleasure, elements that elude Horacio, immobilized by his 

commitment to inaction as protest. Black otherness parallels the otherness of the 

feminine as embodied in the character of La Maga. Critic Neil Larsen calls attention to 
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"gender heroics" in Ravuela, which he claims confines its female characters to passive 

roles as part of a cultural and literary norm (59). According to Larsen, Horacio' s 

"tragedy .. . is not that he regards La Maga (and, in a wider sense, all women) as his own 

self-objectification in the form of the other, but rather that he must inevitably fail to 

merge with this object" (59). Whereas Larsen claims that Cortazar' s failure to project La 

Maga as a heroic character results from a lack of sympathy for feminist awareness, this 

thesis distinguishes her character as the embodiment of the improvisational skills of risk

taking and technical prowess as applied to living; it is Horacio' s personal failure that will 

not allow for their merging. 

La Maga's rape as a young girl by Ireneo, a black neighbor in Montevideo, 

belongs to various chapters in the first part of the novel referred to as a cycle of violence. 

Disturbing images of film, photography, and journalism are interspersed with the 

chapters that outline the Club meetings and the jazz recordings. La Maga' s body suffered 

the physical pain of beatings inflicted by her father, which are witnessed voyeuristically 

by Ireneo, who fought with his wife and then sang and played guitar. Her account of her 

rape by Ireneo, prompted by Gregorovius's desire to know more about her past, is framed 

by the blues lyrics of Big Bill Broonzy whose voice parallels that of La Maga: " ... y Big 

Billies hablaria de otra barricada con la misma voz con que Ia Maga le estaria contando a 

Gregorovius su infancia en Montevideo, Big Bill, sin amargura, matter of fact" (15 : 191 ). 

A connection is established between the entities ofBiack Latin Americans, Black 

Americans, and La Maga. The inclusion of English in the text recounting Horacio' s 

thoughts and the printed lyrics, which refer to racial discrimination, support this fact. 

The emotional distancing provided by a foreign language is paralell to the "matter of 
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fact" manner in which La Maga recalls the rape. The stylus, making a horrible noise 

grinding into the vinyl of the record," ... (y Ia pua hacia un ruido horrible)," parallels the 

violence of Ireneo against the body of La Maga and echoes the violence that characterizes 

the history ofhuman existence (15: 191 ). Horacio also finds meaning in the violent act 

of rape: "En el principio fue Ia copula, violar es explicar pero no siempre viceversa" (9: 

163-64). Horacio equates the aggressive act of sexual violation with regard to the other, 

to explanation, which is distanced from the body by its linguistic nature. Therefore, for 

Horacio, language and thought are inherent in the physical act of violation in a synthesis 

that marks the orig\n of humanity a\ though ex?lanation, or meaning, may exist 

independent of the violent action. 

The chapter that follows in the first model of reading, focuses on the Club ' s 

adverse reaction to La Maga' s story with Duke Ellington' s tune "Hot and Bothered" in 

the background. Horacio instigates Ossip and La Maga by declaring Ireneo courageous, 

completely subverting the signification of the incident as a personal violation. La Maga 

mentions other incidents of rape she experienced in Montevideo, which further diffuse 

and depersonalize the offense committed by Ireneo. While Horacio ponders the 

philosophical ramifications of Swing, ergo soy, La Maga comes to terms with mortality: 

" ... Ia blanda aceptaci6n de Ia fatalidad que exigi a cerrar los ojos y sentir el cuerpo como 

una ofrenda, algo que cualquiera podia tomar y manchar y exaltar como Ireneo, y que Ia 

musica de [Earl] Hines coincidiera con manchas rojas y azules que bailaban por dentro de 

sus parpados" (16: 197). She accepts the violence in the music and the violence in the 

world- and herself- as part of the cycle of life that includes it. 
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In the second model of reading, the chapter of the account of the rape is followed 

by a chapter from the third part of the novel which contains no capital letters and no 

periods, which allow it to seep into the linear plot like a quick, improvised melodic rift 

which enhances the depth of La Maga' s story. In this short chapter, Ireneo ' s propensity 

toward violence as a child is graphically portrayed. He chooses a helpless worm 

(reminiscent of La Maga' s young body) and inserts it into the opening of an ant hole to 

watch its torture as it is devoured. As inverted symbolism, the worm would represent a 

phallus being devoured by social and political systems; the mouth of the ant colony 

tortuously swallows the individual. Curiously, Corbett makes a corresponding analogy 

with regard to improvisation as diffuse rather than "a revolution that pits itself against 

codification ... Like ants stripping a carcass, it works from the inside and the outside of 

codes" (237). As with La Maga, Ireneo desires to be inside the ant colony to completely 

witness the worm ' s torture and demise (120: 664). 

With regard to art, Mackey goes on to say that othering "has to do with 

innovation, invention, and change ... [whereas] social othering has to do with power, 

exclusion, and privilege, the centralizing of a norm against which otherness is measured, 

marginalized" (76). Jazz, in its evolution, has had to do with othering in both the artistic 

and the social senses that Mackey describes: socially, because of a creation nearly 

exclusively associated with African-Americans, and artistically, in that the nature of 

improvisation itself denotes invention and change. Corbett claims that because of 

music' s bonds with other institutions, "the noise/music boundary, then, exposes deep, 

hidden aspects of a given society ' s political subconscious, its structure, and its means of 

producing meaning" (220). At the same time, he adds that improvisation, because it is 
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liberated from the desire for a "final state," or utopia, is also "cut free from its residence 

in institutions . .. and allowed to exist at a local level , in the microcosmic play of 

individual subjectivity" (234). The omniscient narrator describes jazz in Rayuela as 

"algo absolutamente indiferente a los ritos nacionales, a las tradiciones inviolables, al 

idioma y al folklore : una nube sin fronteras .. . una forma arquetipica, algo de antes, de 

abajo, que ... los devuelve a un origen traicionado" ( 17: 204 ). Cortazar, through Rayuela, 

focuses intensely and continually on these concepts with regard to meaning, signification, 

and purpose of human existence and communication. Horacio ' s preoccupation with "el 

kibbutz del deseo," synonymous within Rayuela with the terms and concepts of "unity" 

and "center," may be identified with Corbett' s statement: freedom from the binding 

concept of a "final utopic state" liberates the artistic communication from obligation to 

fulfill preconceived expectations in keeping with linear, historical progression. However, 

improvisation does not emerge from a vacuum, or void, but from a body of history and 

knowledge particular to the individual musician. Unfortunately, for Horacio, his 

resistance to the other, as incarnated in La Maga, results in expectations of love and the 

relationship which ultimately cause the demise of the relationship. La Maga laments: 

"Tan triste oyendo al cinico Horacio que quiere un amor pasaporte .. . amor llave .. . que le 

de ... el silencio de donde Ia musica es posible, la raiz desde donde se podria empezar a 

tejer una lengua" (93: 593). La Maga does weave her own language, "gliglico," in which 

she demonstrates her creative use of sound and ability to bend, stretch, subvert, and invert 

language the same way improvisers recreate melodic lines. Improvisation, says Corbett, 

is not nostalgia for the tabula rassa or about returning to a lost land; it is, instead, a search 
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for lands yet undiscovered (232, 237). Silence, inherent in the concept of sound, is 

music ' s origin, its point of departure. 

Ossip points out that language cannot be liberated from its taboos, but can only be 

revived by intuiting in some other manner almost everything that constitutes our reality, 

With regard to black marginalization, the black liberties taken with both language and 

music represent identification with a fugitive spirit, as well as "action among a people 

whose ability to act is curtailed by racist constraints" (Mackey 79-80). This fugitive 

spirit may be inverted to become, musically, a spiritual seeker, as in the case of Johnny in 

"El perseguidor," who, through his music, seeks to find, not to escape. The bebop 

revolution of the late forties "was a movement, in its reaction to swing, from noun to 

verb," which Mackey describes as the black privileging of the verb (86). Rather than 

Horacio' s postulation Swing, ergo soy, which ascribes the essence of reality to the Duke 

Ellington phrase, It don 't mean a thing if it ain't that swing, one must consider its 

existential inversion: "Soy, ergo swing," which places the responsibility of action upon 

the essence of being. Action is therefore inherent in being rather than vice versa. Jaspers 

claims that "being is not produced by us; it is not mere interpretation ... it causes us to 

interpret and will not submit our interpretation ever to be satisfied" (xvii). Horacio 

acknowledges that it is much easier for him to think than to "be. " Fearful of being a 

"fake," he prides himself on being a "vago consciente ... no habia querido fingir, como los 

bohemios al uso que ese caos de bolsillo era un orden superior del espiritu" (2 : 135). 

However, he is incapable of perceiving anything other than in relation to himself or other 

than a form of discipline; even the chaos of La Maga' s world seems to him to be a 

necessary discipline (2: 134). Horacio cannot let go. His problem with Being has to do 
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with a failure to understand the essence of freedom and thus his fear ofthe same. Jaspers 

refers to "being as freedom" in which he claims, "The mode of my being as Existenz. In 

this sense I am origin: not the origin of Being as such, but origin for myself in existence" 

(15). Horacio must first inhabit his own being before he can swing. 

Horacio and fellow members of the Serpent Club, while in the process of 

organizing a manuscript of Morelli's, who is in the hospital due to an accident, ponder 

comments in the manuscript that reflect the author' s concern with the methods and 

problems of writing narrative. Confronted with distrust and suspicion of language, 

Morelli now finds writing laborious, unlike before when "escribir era pasar una Lettera 

22 sobre palabras invisibles pero presentes, como el diamante por el surco del disco" (99: 

612). Morelli compares the comfort and simplicity of his previous relationship between 

narrator and narrative to the passivity of listening to recorded music: the mechanically 

driven rotation of the disk that is seemingly inscribed by the diamond stylus resting upon 

it produces a prerecorded discourse which can be replayed again and again. However, 

the decrepit nature of this act as well as the absence and silence inherent in all presence 

and sound is captured in a textual description of a Louis Armstrong sax solo and the 

lyrics, "Baby don ' t you play me cheap because I look so meek," which simulates the 

sexual act: "el falo amarillo rompiendo el aire .. . una perfecta pausa donde todo el swing 

del mundo palpitaba en un instante intolerable ... la eyaculaci6n de un sobreagudo 

resbalando y cayendo ... Ia crepitaci6n de Ia plla mientras el disco seguia girando y el 

silencio que habia en toda musica verdadera se desarrimaba lentamente ... " (13 : 182). 

This repeated mention of the stylus upon the vinyl is also symbolic of the phallus and 

analogous to the pen writing upon paper; which Horacio prefers unlined in order to 
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maximize improvisational possibilites ( 1: 120). Morelli questions purpose, method, and 

originality with regard to literature. Ronald, the club' s musician and "disc jockey," 

comments that Morelli wants to return to the verb its rights, its shine: "lo que el busca en 

el fondo es devolverle al verbo ... todo su brillo, para que pueda ser usado como yo uso 

los f6sforos y no como un fragmento decorativo" (99: 611 ). Morelli ' s desire to return to 

the verb it's dynamic essence echoes Ossip' s statement that language is revived only by 

intuiting. Morelli also desires that the verb regain the ephemeral quality of a flaming 

match that is inherent in jazz improvisation. La Maga' s being embodies the concept of 

ephemeral brilliance as noted by Ossip who compares her to the light of flickering 

candles: "Esa luz es tan usted ... " (11: 170). 

Morelli questions the reason he writes," No tengo ideas claras, ni siquiera tengo 

ideas" (82: 564). He then describes the beginning of "el swing, un balanceo ritmico que 

me saca a Ia superficie, lo ilumina todo ... ese balanceo, ese swing ... es para mi Ia (mica 

certidumbre de su necesidad ... la (mica recompensa de mi trabajo" (82: 564). Morelli 

claims that it is a '"swing' que pone en marcha el discurso ... " as well as the preposition 

"si seguida de una llamada al pie, que a su vez tiene una Hamada al pie que a su vez tiene 

otra llamada al pie" (99: 613 ). "Si," meaning "if' in Spanish, is a conjunction which 

linguistically represents connection between concepts, statements, ideas. Followed by a 

succession of footnotes referring to other footnotes, it represents a continuous chain of 

thoughts, events, and meaning always in motion toward a new relationship with other 

thoughts, events, and meanings. Corbett says of jazz that "the music we hear is always 

encountered in midstride, rounding a comer, a crowd already gathered, and another 

already dispersing ... and the cultural heritage it derives from is itself intimately 
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acquainted with 'lines of flight' and ' transformational multiplicities"' (147). This 

corresponds to Morelli ' s improvisational concept of writing literature which combines 

composition with action: "Escribir es dibujar mi mandalay ala vez recorrerlo" (82: 564). 

"Si," as well as meaning "if' in Spanish, represents the subtonic, or leading tone 

that is the seventh degree of a musical scale. In Western tonal music, pitches within a 

major or minor scale are numbered and named; each pitch functioning in a particular way 

with regard to the others ("Scale" 729). The leading tone usually resolves to the tonic, 

the center or definitive pitch of the scale, in what is called a cadence, thus resolving the 

tension created and sustained by the phrase or melody. "Melodic motion from leading 

tone to tonic ... is one of the most characteristic gestures of tonal music" ("Leading" 442). 

However, "in much jazz and popular music, traditional tonal functions are retained but 

with characteristic substitutions and additions" ("Cadence" 120). In this passage from 

the novel , the word "si," implies the unfolding of possibilites connected by circumstance, 

like the pitches of a scale that function with regard to each other, but not in the 

mechanical logical sense. The musical aspect of "si" as leading tone insinuates the ebb 

and flow, not only of sound, but of the motion inherent in all action, physical, mental , or 

emotional, of the cycle oftension and release. 

Corbett explains that although existing codes create or constitute our desire, "in 

the course of improvisation, culture is not destroyed or repeated; it is made pleasurable ... 

improvisation involves the permanent play of threshold and transgression [of codes]" 

(224). This inherent "play" ofthreshold and transgression eludes Horacio, a 

nonconformist who does not, as yet, accept those parts of his material and spiritual 

existence that function within objective reality. External cultural, social, and political 
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constructs interact with his internal reality. Unlike La Maga, he does not swim in the 

metaphysical rivers of life: "Feliz de ella .. . que formaba cuerpo con Ia duraci6n, el 

continuo de Ia vida ... pez rio abajo ... nube en el cielo, imagen en el poema" (3 : 144). 

Morelli, in the notes discovered by the club members, defines the ideal nonconformist as 

having part of his body in the society' s mold and accepting such, as well as accepting 

only the parts of others that have not been "plasticized" by the social structure: "otra 

libertad mas secreta y evasiva lo trabaja, pero solamente el (the nonconformist] ... podria 

dar cuenta de sus juegos" (74: 548). Symbolic representation of this concept occurs at 

the "end" of chapter 56, which is the "end" of the linear plot as well as the "end" ofthe 

book according to the first model of reading. Horacio, contemplating a suicidal leap from 

the window of a mental asylum where he is employed, sees Traveler, his friend and 

doppelganger, and Talita, standing below with one foot within the hopscotch; they, too, 

are nonconformists but are not entirely expatriated from humanity like Horacio. In this 

passage, wherein Traveler and Talita try to convince Horacio of their affection for him, 

the musical allegory supercedes the power of words to convey meaning and stretches the 

perception of time: "Era asi, la armonia duraba increiblemente, no habia palabras para 

contestar a Ia bondad de esos dos ahi abajo," thinks Horacio (56: 509). 

Horacio' s angst at sensing the presence of a false order that disguises the chaos 

(21 : 234) echoes Cortazar' s aim to achieve, as a writer, what Sosnowski claims as "the 

difficult balance ... between the inherent demands of literature and the independent loyalty 

it commands, and the role that the writer and literature play in the social construct" ( 10 1 ). 

Sega refers to Carl Jung' s process of individualization, which involves the integration of 

the conscious and subconscious realities with regard to the artist: "los sueiios y las 
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visiones provenientes del inconsciente penetran tambien en la esfera de la vigilia Y se 

expresan en su [the artist's] obra" (31-32). With regard to the theme of the "seeker," or 

"el perseguidor," in Cortazar' s work, Lida Aronne Amestoy considers Jung' s process of 

individualization as a paradigm for Cortazar' s search ( qtd. in Sega 31 ). In Horacio' s 

dreams, past, present, and future unite, as do the cities of Paris and Buenos Aires. At 

times, upon awakening, he questions the validity of reality juxtaposed against that of the 

dreams. Berliner says that jazz artists "periodically engage in their tradition through the 

subconscious rumination of dreams that unfold explicitly in the language of music"; 

furthermore, he adds that they "are especially attuned to the general soundscape of their 

environments, constantly assessing its features for musical value" (15). Horacio 

compares himself to La Maga in that they both not only accept, but enjoy, the chaos that 

often results from the rupture of life ' s rules as well as the delightful coincidences that 

appear to create a unity, a connection, unplanned and unperceived by most. Horacio 

contemplates the oddity of an unusual aural connection: "oir el silbato de una locomotora 

exactamente en el momento y el tono necesarios para incorporarse ex officio a un pasaje 

de una sinfonia de Ludwig van .. . " (1 : 127). The elipsis, which marks the absence ofthe 

composer' s surname, at the same time it invokes it, expresses continuity, an openness for 

words, names, sounds and signification in general. Sound pitches are frequencies present 

in many forms. Musical instruments, including the human voice and mouth (as in 

whistling, a popular activity for Horacio and various other characters in Ravuela), 

recreate those pitches, adding elements of color and timbre, so that music can be made by 

various structuring orders of groups of pitches. Unlike classical or aleatory music, 

improvised jazz music represents a paradox of a "liberating" structure. Corbett refers to 
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the "open ending," or "paradoxy" of improvisation: "Paradoxy allows for differing 

strategies ... It does not ' rule out' orthodoxy; it outrules (dethrones) it" (236-37). He 

claims to only be able to give an indefinite definition: "Paradoxy is an orthodox use of 

paradox. If this concept brings us to the level of wordplay, it is because codes are what is 

at stake; codes, organization, syntax, semantics- such are the fulcrum of paradoxy" (236-

37). Ravuela' s open, looped ending of the second model of reading, as well as its open 

quality of dual beginnings, depending upon the model of reading, echo the concept of 

paradoxy with regard to improvisation. 

"~Encontraria a Ia Maga?" (I : 119), the "opening" words of chapter one, begin 

the novel according to the first model of reading. In the second model of reading, they 

become the second chapter, according to the "Tablero de direcci6n," but still constitute 

the beginning of the linear narrative sequence. These words, especially the verb in its 

conditional tense, postulate the possibility of action or situation. They also establish the 

continuous rhythm that propels the narrative (or "swing" that propells the discourse, 

according to Morelli), as well as Horacio ' s personal quest. The verb in the conditional 

tense in Spanish consists of a vocal sound combination in hiato, or hiatus ( i-a), in which 

both vowels constitute separate syllables. In linguistics terms, the high vowel is 

elongated, creating tension in sound and in the mouth as well. The sound releases to the 

low, open sound of the "a" creating an audible tension and release as well as a "swing" 

motion in the mouth. "Encontraria" generates the multiple possibilities inherent in the 

conditional tense: possibilities of action, either spontaneous or contingent, unite 

Horacio ' s question, belonging to Paris and the past, with the essence of the woman he 

attempts to recreate in Buenos Aires with his memories- the possibilities of her residual 
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influence on him. "Andabamos sin buscamos pero sabiendo que andabamos para 

encontramos" ( 1: 120). Horacio' s words embody his spiritual and intellectual quest, as 

well as being descriptive of a jazz musician embarking on an improvised solo: the course 

may be uncharted, unwritten, and unplanned; however, the search is not meant to distract 

from the journey-the encounter is better without the artificiality or self-consciousness of 

an intentional search. The streets of Paris, man-made constructs, may be compared to the 

fixed harmonic structures of composed tunes that inspire improvisations. The Seine, a 

moving fluid body that snakes throughout the city, represents the possibilities of 

improvisation, of language, of art, of being. La Maga, synonymous with the Pont des 

Arts, and bridges in general, represents the possibility of a two-way connection. She 

improvises along the streets of Paris, "versioning," like varying melodic lines, but 

Horacio ' s meandering is awkward, labored. She truly is given over to the "game" of 

encounter while Horacio is still obsessed with the possibility of not finding her. It is his 

obsession that precludes the ultimate encounter with her "otherness"; his desire to "own" 

her, to bring her to "his side," prevents him from enjoyment of the game and from its 

ultimate significance, love. 

Berliner states that "it is the relative mixture of pitches inside and outside ofthe 

harmony that creates interesting melodies ... a good solo might be very free but every 

once in a while it loops or hooks into an essential note that describes the harmonic 

change" (250). Horacio' s melodic, text-generating question, "~Encontraria ala Maga?," 

also parallels Cortazar' s aim for a literary freedom that, according to Sosnowski, would 

allow for the interaction of fiction and history and share with readers a "joint venture into 

marginal realms, a journey to a time that defies chronometers ... not a chaotic world nor 
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an order that responds to a logical version of order" ( 104 ). This journey may be 

compared to that of experienced improvisers, who venture with their melodies outside the 

vertical (harmonic) aspects of the music to incorporate dissonance, creating tension in the 

solo. They can "play anything in relation to chords as long as you resolve it right," which 

means developing the control to return to "the key center at the time you want to," thus 

resolving the tension and returning to harmony (Schneider qtd. in Berliner 250-51 ). 

There are many "centers" in music, as each scale has its particular tonic note and each 

harmonic structure has its own key, or tonal center. Jazz stretches and subverts this 

structure playfully, soulfully, and spontaneously, venturing "outside" the harmonic 

structures, but always returns, or resolves, to a tonal center. Music, therefore, is a 

paradigm that represents Horacio ' s concept of a unity that consists of many centers. 

Bergenson, in his article "The Role of Jazz in Julio Cortazar' s Rayuela," 

comments on the tension and conflict inherent in jazz, which he claims is "connected to 

the open and free structure which characterizes the text ofRavuela" (49). He goes on to 

say that jazz greats such as Miles Davis and John Coltrane, "were always looking for a 

freedom in their music, straining to go beyond the traditional methods of creating music" 

( 49). Bergenson does not clarify what it is that jazz musicians are seeking freedom from, 

as the spontaneous nature of composition inherent in the process of improvisation already 

frees it from written notation. Neither does it seem that jazz music results from a 

"straining" to go anywhere; desire or need, perhaps, but not a straining which implies 

excessive effort as well as discomfort. Bergenson continues: "They create a music which 

is essentially free, without limits and with very little discernible structure" ( 49-50). 

Bergenson mentions Amor6s' s assumption that freedom is the ultimate attraction of jazz 
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music; however, he seems to misinterpret Amor6s' s intention. Bergenson states, "He 

[Amor6s] cites chapters twelve, seventeen, and seventy-four as evidence of a music 

which permits everything" (50). What Amor6s states in his introduction to the novel is 

actually a quote from Rayuela: "una musica que permitia todas las imaginaciones" (17: 

202). What Bergenson fails to consider is the music itself as a structuring, semiotic 

system, not a cacophonic pastiche. Berliner states that the "popular concept of 

improvisation as ' performance without previous preparation' is fundamentally 

misleading. There is, in fact, a lifetime of preparation and knowledge behind every idea 

that an improviser performs" (17). This echoes Corbett ' s comments that what is usually 

associated with freedom in improvisation- anarchy, chaos- actually consists of a group 

of improvisers "creating a power relationship in which a construct of ' freedom ' is 

generated by power and simultaneously regenerates that power" (221 ). Williams 's 

comment supports Corbett ' s statement: "Life is not free, mankind will not soon be 

free ... improvisation is not an action resulting from freedom; it is an action directed 

towardsfreedom" (emphais in the original) (33). 

Heise ' s discussion of the function of the authorial instructions and the "Tablero de 

di recci 6n" presses further on the controversial concept of freedom in both Ravuela and 

jazz improvisation, but with regard to the narrative structure ofRayuela itself Although 

the novel ' s authorial instructions claim that it consists of many books, Heise poses the 

problem of the author' s suggested two models of reading which intend to guide, if not 

control and manipulate, the reader as some critics suggest. Heise points to Simpkin' s 

suggestion that freedom in interpreting Rayuela is gained by resisting, not accepting the 

authorial instructions and metafictional comment (82). Cortazar intended for readers to 
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approach Rayuela through either, or both, ofthe two suggested models of reading. The 

freedom for the reader resides in the reading itself, as a "writerly text," and in the 

listening of music. The reader is still the reader and not the author. Even within a jam 

session, each improviser is the author/composer of his/her own solo although they may 

echo, become influenced, or enter into dialogue with other musicians' ideas. Cortazar' s 

unusual structuring ofthis novel did not have as its purpose the creation of a "free" (as in 

chaotic, anarchic) text. The novel may question the elements that comprise narrative 

structure and differentiate narrative from numerical sequencing, as well as the 

authenticity of written and verbal language themselves; it does not seek to destroy the 

narrative through absence of structure. 

Horacio ' s cynicism and suspicion of the intrinsic value oflanguage, literature, 

and art as genuine vehicles of communication force him to examine and reexamine every 

system of codification, including, especially, the least significant. With enormous effort, 

he plays a mental game in which he searches the past through his memories focusing only 

on the useless, the insignificant, "convencido de que el recuerdo lo guarda todo," while 

La Maga carresses him "o canturreaba melodias ni siquiera inventadas, melopeas 

absurdas cortadas por suspiros o recuerdos" (1 : 126). The melodies she sings are not 

original but their rendering is individualized, rephrased by breaths and memories; thus 

she improvises playfully while Horacio engages in a mental game that is more of an 

exercise, although not without purpose. His goal is to rid himself of obsessively 

analytical thought patterns in order to recuperate the opposite: insignificance. There is 

merit to his intent, the recuperation and reconfiguring of historical values within his 

personal history; the absurd is in the obsessive, nearly punitive aspect of the "game." 
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Although his analytical nature resists the rupture of rational, secured, and ordered modes 

of thought, it no longer suffices. Jazz improvisation, "a compromise between order and 

disorder. .. a negotiation between codes and their pleasurable dismantling," represents the 

process which, not yet consciously perceived by Horacio, is the object of his search 

(Corbett 237). 

Soren Triff adapts a paradigm of musical improvisation to an analysis of 

discursive methods in the novel in his article "Improvisaci6n musical y discurso literario 

en Julio Cortazar." In his article, he comments on chance as a point of union between 

improvisation and an authentic language (657). He mentions Cortazar' s association of 

jazz improvisation to surrealist automatic writing with regard to chance, although in a 

footnote he adds that Cortazar only agrees on principle and considers insufficient the 

experiments of the surrealists, proposing to go beyond free association and automatic 

writing ( 657). Soren Triff continues describing improvisation as consisting of sections he 

calls "event clusters," which form a chain of events based, or contingent, upon earlier 

events. With an elaborate flow-chart, he demonstrates how textual continuity is 

generated by these events, which in turn represent the literary elements of referent, goal, 

and memory. Each textual motive, or aspect, contains within possibilities of creating 

variations composed of objects (graphic signs), literary significance, and a "process of 

change." Each of the mentioned aspects contains an objective and subjective element as 

well as a transformational capacity. He cites associations by analogy and contrast as the 

basis for the generation of the textual variance (660). Although the complexity of the 

analysis is indicative of serious intent, this analysis of jazz improvisation with regard to 

narrative text is comparable to living one ' s entire life in reverse. It appears to try to 



create an ordered explanation for creative ingenuity. This view ofRayuela seems to defy 

the purpose of the novel entirely as logic and critical analysis seem to be constructs that 

Cortazar appears to question rather than rely on as authentic mechanisms; it is rather the 

antithesis to improvisation rather than its explanation. 

Similarly, critical analysis undermines Horacio' s ability to grasp the essence of 

jazz although he is an ardent fan. He would never enter into its game but reserves his 

bipolarity: " ... para ei seria siempre bueno o malo, hot o cool, blanco o negro, anti guo o 

modemo, Chicago o New Orleans, nunca el jazz ... " (13 : 182). But listening to jazz 

recordings at the Serpent Club meetings channels his thoughts toward the existential 

matters that preoccupy him and guide his search. The recordings, often of defunct 

musicians, intrigue him with their marginal temporality; the ability of the music to cross 

boundaries of space and time, reality and illusion, and cojoin with his personal reality, 

succeeds in illuminating aspects of his search by decentralizing his thoughts. He thinks 

to himself, "si un pobre ritual era capaz de excentrarlo .. . bacia un centro sin embargo 

inconcebible, tal vez ... en otras circunstancias, el acceso seria posible" (12: 180). But 

once he realizes that he does not know what it is to which he seeks access, he is 

overcome with vertigo and vomits; a ritual which commonly accompanies the listening 

(12 : 180). Critic Carmen Vazquez, in an analysis of the function of music as a unifying 

thread in Cortazar' s short story, "Alguien que anda por ahi," claims that music is " [un] 

elemento catalizador por excelencia, esta provoca y desata los mas vivos sentimientos y 

acciones" (125). For Horacio, the recordings challenge his intellect, as well as his 

sentiments, serving as a catharsis that unfolds and integrates his rational, emotive, and 

even physical being. He is in a process of discarding old methods of feeling, analyzing, 
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and communicating and acquiring new ones that will enable his search for the unknown, 

a new order. The search is echoed by the novel ' s implicit and explicit search for an 

alternative to literary language: "Se trataba de encontrar un lenguaje que no fuera 

literario" (154: 735). Improvisation thus appeals to Horacio and represents within the 

novel what Corbett explains as "a shift toward that transgressive element, an emphasis on 

its possibility as ' music,' a profound decentering of symbolic order" (233). However, 

Cortazar' s concern in regard to the purpose ofRayuela and the figure of improvisation 

within the novel, does not seem to contsitute a desire to eliminate, or replace, narrative 

language, but to fashion a new process of writing; as improvisation, according to Jacques 

Attali is "not a new music, but a new way of making music" (134 ). 

Applying the metaphor of language to improvisation as a new way of making 

music, considers the improvisor' s vocabulary. According to Corbett, an improvisor 

improvises "by developing and employing a repertoire of possibilities in order to risk the 

unknown," and adds that these possibilities, which constitute the improviser' s 

vocabulary, serve as a vehicle for improvised musical expression but "must never become 

the music" (Corbett 225). Likewise, language and art forms are tools, whose natures are 

inherent, perhaps, in communication, but are not the expression itself; otherwise, 

expression and communication would be limited and defined by a closed system of 

codification. It is in this way that jazz, according to the narrator " ... la tmica musica 

universal del siglo" (17: 202), embodies the paradox inherent in human existence: the 

purpose is the process. In improvisation, the continuous unfolding of time and possibility 

of choices are resolved in the spontaneity of the present moment as the improvisor 

composes and performs simultaneously. Reflection, analyses, and critique become one 
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with creative execution. This synthesis/juxtaposition of elements, codes, and signs, 

creates new meanings, new melodic variations, and new pleasures. "To compose is to 

give to do, not to give to hear but to give to write" (emphasis in the original) (Barthes, 

Image 153). Corbett adds that improvisation does not destroy or repeat culture but 

invests it with pleasure (224), comparing improvised music listeners with Barthes ' s 

"profound hedonist" who "enjoys the consistency of his selfbood (that is his pleasure) 

and seeks its loss (that is his bliss)" (Pleasures 7). Horacio senses the pleasure of 

listening but cannot let go of his tendency to rationalize. La Maga, on the contrary, is 

able to enter into the pleasure of the music, " ... miraba las velas y seguia el compas con el 

pie" (15 : 192). 

Rayuela challenges not only the concept of order and disorder in a metaphysical 

sense; it challenges traditional narrative order with its multiple modes of reading and the 

lack of sequential numbering of its chapters. While chapters 1 and 73, respectively, are 

the initial chapters of the first and second models of reading, Cortazar began writing the 

novel , in true improvisatory spirit, with chapter 41 , the famous "capitulo de los tablones." 

Also, like an improvised variation that grows out of a melody, chapter 41 is actually a 

continuation of a suppressed chapter entitled "La arafia." Likewise, Cortazar' s novel §b. 

Modelo para armar, grew from Rayuela' s chapter 62, a novelistic improvisation wherein 

a fragment of the larger structure spins off to exist as a "solo," creating a bridge between 

the two novels. 

In chapter 41 , Talita absurdly risks her life, suspended on planks between two 

apartment windows for no obvious reason or purpose. The elaborate, but precarious, 

construction and chain of action are manifest because Horacio wishes her to bring him 
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some "mate" (tea) and nails. Once Talita is perched, ready to throw him what he wants, 

he is no longer interested in them. Stripped initially oftheir functionality, they had also 

ceased to function with regard to the original intent of the enterprise. His sudden lack of 

interest in the "mate" and nails recalls Horacio' s reply to La Maga' s question of what is 

an Absolute: "Ese momento en que algo logra su maximo senti do y deja por completo de 

ser interesante" (9: 166). Berg says that this chapter is more than a mere parody of 

communication but rather an example of an absurd undertaking which, rather than serve 

as something transcendental through meaning or function, instead transforms the process 

itself into a vehicle of meaning (264 ). Like improvised music, the characters begin, 

without any preconceived plan, only that which is inherent in the function of the elements 

employed. Their actions and choices are determined by contingency and a temporal 

unfolding chain of seemingly useless action, akin to that of games which, according to 

Corbett, "provide a fine metaphor for the constant transgression and reestablishment of 

codes in the process of improvising" (233). Corbett continues to consider the word 

"playing" to establish "a comparison between sports, games, and improvisation. They all 

set up codes for personal interaction that are varied, transgressed (broken rules/world 

records), observed, and circumvented" (232). However, the ultimate object of "winning" 

as opposed to " losing" usually structures games. This duality, inherent in the nature and 

purpose of games, acquires a new dimension with regard to the analogy between 

improvisation as "play" and "game-playing," particularly concerning the elements of risk 

and knowledge, which will be examined further. 

Alonso considers the duality that has traditionally been regarded as the structuring 

paradigm ofCortazar' s works: rather than a concern with "the dissolution of opposition 
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by effecting a movement from one pole to another, [it is] rather on the displacement away 

from the dichotomy itself to a third ' position' that defines a space in which those 

categories are suspended or rendered ineffectual" (10). According to Berg, in chapter 41 , 

the plank chapter, Talita is the message that passes between the windows of the two 

apartments, between Horacio and Traveler; she functions not as a medium between 

Horacio and his doppelganger, but as an intermediary, which, instead, marks the 

differences between them. Berg goes on to declare that this game activity, along with 

other situations in the novel , such as the concert ofBerthe Trepat, consists, essentially, of 

a defense against the ever-present threat attack of the doppelganger. He claims these 

radical, life-threatening activities within the novel, exist on the margin of insanity and 

include the possibility oflosing life only to gain another (270-71 ). Corbett writes that 

"improvisation does not simply mean the death of language, however, for in the place of 

the dead language- the disfigured or defiled codes- a new one emerges, more vibrant 

than the last" (224 ). 

Alonso points to the plank chapter as being one of six chapters that provide the 

narrative foundation ofRayuela. The others he includes are the Berthe Trepat episode 

(Ch.23), the death ofRocamadour (Ch. 28), the incident with the clocharde Emmanuelle 

(Ch. 36), the morgue episode with Talita (Ch. 54), and Oliveira' s experience at the 

window of the asylum (Ch. 56). According to Alonso, there exists among these chapters 

a "common thread in the narrative and epistemological function of all these events 

[which] is the opportunity they appear to offer for the suspension of the dichotomic 

categories of knowledge, and the concomitant possibility of envisioning nondualistic 

experience" ( 11 ). Corbett discusses "the essential element of risk involved in 
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improvising and, therefore, its accompanying reliance on temporality ... [and], the 

repositioning of knowledge in relation to the musician and, therefore, history" (222). 

Corbett' s treatment of risk and knowledge with regard to improvisation provide 

implications for the characters and narrative structure of Rayuela as well. 

First, risk for the improviser does not involve "playing incorrectly" in terms of 

written music. Instead, the improviser' s risk consists of not knowing what he or she will 

play in performance; danger presents itself as potential inertia (Corbett 222-23). This 

inertia is equivalent to Horacio' s philosophical stance of inaction as the only authentic 

form of protest. The concept of inertia also crosses his mind when, tired of listening to a 

recording of a Haydn quartet, he unplugs the record player and is confronted by the silent 

turning of the record. Without knowing why, "esa inercia estupida lo habia hecho pensar 

en los movimientos aparentemente inutiles de algunos insectos, de algunos nifios" (3: 

139). By contrast, La Maga is a risk-taker, as Horacio notes with admiration and 

tenderness, coming to Paris from Montevideo with a child in order to "ponerse frente a 

frente con eso que ella llamaba modestamente ' la vida ... ' esta mocosa, con un hijo en los 

brazos para colmo, se metia en una tercera de barco y se largaba a estudiar canto a Paris 

sin un vinten en el bolsillo" ( 4: 146). As mentioned earlier, Larsen accuses Cortazar of 

confining his female characters in Ravuela "within a symbolic narrative of masculine 

agency and feminine passivity ... a perpetuation of a patronizing and degrading view of 

women" (59). Despite the derogatory term of "lector-hembra," used to denote a passive 

type of reader, which Cortazar has acknowledged as unintentional, the character of La 

Maga actually represents the adventurous independent spirit synonymous with artistic 

creativity and jazz improvisation that concerns Rayuela. 2 
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Horacio' s love relationships with women begin successfully until they suspect the 

void within him, retract, and then he facilitates their exit, forgetting them promptly (90 : 

584-85). La Maga, however, is not easily forgotten; on the contrary, her memory and 

absence torment Horacio; their relationship, especially after its demise, serves as a 

profound catalyst and catharsis for Horacio' s search. The figure of La Maga, as 

presented through the character of Horacio, presents contradictions. Like many jazz 

musicians, she is appraised for her intuitive and practical abilities but, at the same time, it 

is assumed that she in unaware and incognizant of them. Horacio marvels at her 

capabilities: "Cierra los ojos y da en el blanco. Exactamente el sistema Zen de tirar el 

arco. Pero da en el blanco simplemente porque no sabe que ese es el sistema" (4 : 150). 

Improvising musicians often play with eyes closed since reading is not necessary. He 

declares his envy of her proximity to experiences he can only observe from without: 

"Hay rios metafisicos, ella los nada ... Yo describo y defino y deseo esos rios, ella los 

nada. Yo los busco, los encuentro, los miro desde el puente, ella los nada. Y nolo 

sabe ... " (21: 234). Rayuela is suspended on a bridge between modernism, 

postmodemism, and all the "-isms" and the "-turas." Its own irony is the irony of the 

novel/text as itself, its own apology and offering at the same time, like La Maga, who 

offers her body for exaltation and tainting. It denounces the passive, feminine reader, 

although the feminine character of La Maga represents the avenue, the connection, the 

means of hooking up, of looping back to oneself: tuning in and tuning out. Although 

Cortazar claims to have used the term " lector hembra" innocently, it denotes traces of a 

"machismo" inherent in the language and culture of his influences. La Maga improvises, 
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swmgs. Her femininity is only one facet of her symbolic function in Rayuela; her ability 

to improvise captures the essence of the novel. 
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Aleatoric and Non-aleatoric Bridges: Sonatas, Calliopes, and Tangos 

In music, generally, a bridge is a transitional passage whose primary function is to 

connect two passages of greater importance in a work. In basic jazz blues and popular 

music, such as "top forty" radio tunes, it typically refers to the 8-bar "B" section of a tune 

in 32-bar AABA form. More commonly known as the "chorus," it is a "statement of the 

harmonic-melodic pattern ... whose varied repetition constitutes a performance of a piece. 

The first and last choruses will usually be the same or similar. .. intervening choruses are 

usually improvisations based on the pattern" ("Chorus" 163). The chorus, or bridge, 

allows for the expression of other variations of the main tune to become incorporated 

within the tune' s structure. In a similar way, the "capitulos prescindibles" are 

incorporated into the novel ' s structure in the second model of reading, offering a 

variation on the linear plot, a reading experience different from the first model of reading. 

A possible third model of reading would consist of continuing after the "end" of chapter 

56, with the "capitulos prescindibles," in the traditional manner of reading from "cover to 

cover." This suggestion is not offered by the omniscient narrator but constitutes an 

opportunity for another possible variation for reading the novel. 

Bridges often embody a modulation, which in tonal music, is the process of 

changing from one key, or tonal center, to another as, for example, between various 

musical themes within a composition or melody ("Bridge" 113-14 ). Tonal music, or 

tonality, in Western music, refers to "the organized relationships of tones with reference 
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to a definite center, the tonic, and generally to a community of pitch classes, called a 

scale, of which the tonic is the principal tone; sometimes also synonymous with key" 

("Tonality" 862). Western tonal music is defined by the chromatic scale, which includes 

twelve different pitches separated by semitones, and is embodied in all of the black and 

white keys of the piano keyboard. All scales repeat the starting pitch at the top of the 

scale. Regarding composition, Western ears are accustomed to the diatonic scale, central 

to the structure of Western music, which "includes two semitones and five whole tones 

arranged in the pattern embodied in the white keys ofthe piano: taking C [do] as the 

starting point. " (See Appendix A). It is this seven-note scale that Ronald furiously 

alludes to in his comment about his American girlfriend, Babs: "solo adora las cosas 

puras y sin mezcla. Los colores primarios, Ia escalade siete notas" (28: 299). 

Any of the seven pitches of a diatonic scale "can be taken as the starting point, 

thus rearranging the order in which the tones and semitones occur, though not the 

underlying pattern from which the order derives" ("Scale" 728-29). Likewise, the 

"Tablero de direcci6n," may rearrange the sequential order of the chapters ofRayuela, 

but the underlying pattern of events, or plot, remains the same. Improvisation also 

rearranges the order of pitches of a melody and sometimes even its harmonic structure, 

but its basic pattern serves as the basis of the improvisation which always returns, after 

the bridge, to the original melody. Thus, jazz' s improvisation parallels Rayuela ' s playful 

structure rather than the arbitrary order which structures twentieth-century aleatory music 

in which "with respect to non-tonal Western music, a scale is likely to be simply an 

arbitrary representation of pitch content that contributes little to an understanding of a 

given work" ("Scale" 728). Rayuela playfully addresses the arbitrary compositional 
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nature of aleatory music in chapter 139 which, through omniscient narrator, comments on 

a recording of a violin piece by Alban Berg which refers to musical anagrams created by 

the substitution of musical notes of the scale for letters of the names of twentieth-century 

composers of atonal aleatory music names such as Schoenberg, Webern, and Berg: 

Las notas del piano (Ia, re, mi bemol, do, si, si bemol, mi, sol), las del 

violin (la, mi, si bemol, mi) las del como (la, si bemol, la, si bemol, mi, 

sol), representan el equivalente musical de los nombres de ArnolD 

SCHoenberg, Anton WEBErn, y ALBAn BerG (segim el sistema aleman 

por el cual H representa el si, B ei si bemol y S (ES) el mi bemol). (139: 

712) 

The tonality that Western culture is comfortable and familiar with is represented 

by the basic diatonic scale as recognized in the Rodgers and Hammerstein tune "Do-Re

Mi," from the film The Sound ofMusic, wherein each pitch of the scale is identified with 

a non-musical concept. At the end of the tune, the melody "brings us back to Doe (do)," 

the tonic or center pitch of the scale. This return, in music theory, is known as a 

resolution; the musical tension built up by the melodic travel away from the initial pitch 

by ascending the scale is resolved by returnjng to it, although an octave higher. In this 

tune, the melodic ascension is supported by a harmonic progression that is completely 

related to the key of C or "do." This may be compared to a closed linear plot that 

resolves predictably for the passive reader. 

In music more complex than children ' s music, a feature known as modulation 

permits harmonic travel to and within other diatonic scales/keys which have other pitches 

as their tonal center. Musicial tension is created harmonically by the movement of chord 
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progressions, harmonic structures that travel outside ofthe primary established key of the 

composition. To facilitate aural understanding of modulation, consider the tune 

"Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star." (See Appendix B). Although there is no modulation 

within this tune, it can be used to demonstrate the interrelation of keys or scales essential 

to the concept of modulation by observing the permutation of a singular melodic pattern 

through various keys. In the key of "C," "Twinkle, Twinkle" ends on the same note it 

begins, "do," or "C," the central pitch of the key scale upon which its harmonic and 

melodic structure is based. All is in harmony and the tension is resolved. The tune may 

be easily repeated as the first and last notes are the same. As an aural exercise, one may 

try substituting the first note, or "Twinkle," of "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star" with the 

second "Twinkle," which is the fifth note of the C scale, "sol," or "G." "Sol," now 

becomes the first pitch, or "Twinkle," of the tune rather than the second. In this way, the 

second "Twinkle" of the tune now becomes "re," or "D," instead of "sol," or "G. " The 

result is the same melody but in the key of "G," instead of the key of "C. " It is with some 

effort that the ear is pulled away from the orignial key center and toward the new. Once 

the new center is established and the musical ear adjusts, the tune becomes familiar once 

again. Just like pitches, different scales vary in color or mood, although their structural 

patterns are the same. Likewise, bridges of communication established by works of art 

between creator and receptor share basic structural similarities. However, modulation 

enables them to flex and shift to and from various centers, according to an infinite 

number of variables and variations of individual subjective perception and continuously 

changing objective cirsumstances. 



"The capacity for modulation, even more than the establishment of key, is the 

most distinctive and powerful property of the tonal system in Western music" 

("Modulation" 503). La Maga, for Horacio as well as for the novel , functions as a bridge, 

a vehicle for modulation between keys or centers in order to enable Horacio to inhabit 

realities into which he cannot insert himself. La Maga' s role in the novel as a being who 

is both grounded in objective reality and inspired by her own imaginative creativity, as 

well as that of others, serves as a catalyst for Horacio ' s quest for other centers. La 

Maga's being can be compared to the simplicity of a child' s melody that may be 

transposed to other keys and which encarnates the capacity to modulate to other key 

centers as well as the possibility to be improvised upon. Her capacity to modulate serves 

as an example for Horacio and is crucial to his journey; the greater importance of the 

capacity to modulate than the actual establishment of key is analogous to the novel's 

ability to transform the reader, to initiate his or her journey to other centers as more 

important than the centers themselves. 

La Maga serves as a pivot chord, characteristic of modulation, which has "a 

particular harmonic function in the initial key but a different function in the second. The 

harmony following the pivot chord is then a distinct harmony of the new key" 

("Modulation" 504). (See Appendix C). "Pivoting" can also occur with a singular pitch, 

wherein one pitch is used "as a launching point for leaps to any other chord tones" 

(Berliner 166). It is thus possible to journey to other keys through modulation, changing 

and altering the harmonic structural foundation of the music on which the melody and 

improvisation is woven. Through pivoting pitches, composers and improvisers may 

travel and explore the melodic possibilities of other harmonic structures (chords) of other 
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keys. Change and movement within both harmonic and melodic aspects of tonal music 

are made possible through the use of pivotal chords and pitches. Johann David 

Heinichen in his Der General-Bass in der Composition (Dresden, 1728), first described 

and illustrated the degree of relatedness of the keys in a closed circle of all twelve pitches 

of the chromatic scale known as the "circle of fifths." (See Appendix D). "The farther 

apart on the circle of fifths, the more distant in a musical sense are two keys from one 

another, since they will have fewer pitches in common" ("Circle" 169-70). This circular 

numerical relationship of pitches reflects a structural order analogous to that of the 

mandala and the kaleidoscope, symbolic structures related to the mystical aspect of the 

hopscotch figure ofRayuela which represent Horacio' s spiritual journey. According to 

Amor6s, the hopscotch figure is more than the novel's title but the central metaphor, 

"jigura basica que se desdobla en una cadena de imagenes" (74). This metaphor, so 

central to the novel, encompasses the musical world through its comparison to the circle 

of fifths. Rayuela' s continual loop, between chapters 58 and 131 in the second model of 

reading, also echoes the closed, yet continuous "open," quality ofthe circle of fifths . 

Berliner notes the "incompatible features ofthe harmonic principles of Western 

art music and those of jazz ... [particularly] artists ' theoretical positions on issues like 

dissonance [which] can, at times, run counter to their own aural imaginations" (252). 

Dissonance, as opposed to consonance, in Western tonal music, are intervals (pairs of 

pitches) regarded as having an instability that requires resolution to a consonance, a 

stable interval not requiring resolution ("Consonance" 197). Jazz improvisation, 

however, is distinct from aleatory music, which avoids harmonic and melodic formula 

refering to tonal centers. The improviser, instead, experiments "with especially dissonant 
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sounds in relation to the harmony . .. [and] strives to work out the ramifications of ideas by 

reconciling them within the piece' s form" (Berliner 218-19). Likewise, La Maga does 

not avoid life ' s dissonances but reconciles them. Berliner continues noting the 

ambivalence of some improvisers toward theoretical approaches to improvisation. "Their 

concern is that the approaches might inhibit them, leaving them preoccupied with 

following rules, undermining their ability to think creatively" (252). This concern echoes 

Horacio's obsession with philosophical explanations for the meaning of life and art as 

insufficient substitutes for the authenticity of being. La Maga' s reluctance, despite her 

curiosity for knowledge, to see the world only in theoretical, absolute terms, becomes 

evident when the Club members attempt to "enlighten" her- Lucia- who is already 

enlightened. Like the improvising musician who knows which notes to play, she knows 

instinctively what aspects oflife are most important. 

Ossip, who is in love with La Maga, compares her to the candlelight at a meeting 

of the Club: "Esa luz es tan usted, algo que viene y va, que se mueve todo el tiempo" (1 1: 

170). La Maga modulates with ease and although her nickname, "La Maga," means the 

magician, her given name, Lucia, is the imperfect past tense of the verb " lucir" which, in 

Spanish, means "to show." La Maga, although literally disappeared from Horacio' s life 

to an unknown destination, continues to "enlighten" him, an ongoing process of 

illumination, within his memory. Perhaps, Horacio' s proposed leap from the asylum 

window at the end ofthe first model of reading is symbolic of this pivotal leap which La 

Maga represents : the suicidal ramifications not leading to extinction of the self but to 

renewal through risk, improvisation. 
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Although Horacia' s relationship with La Maga serves as a pivoting structure, he 

cannot take the leap toward a possible new center, the unkown: " .. . te quiero porque no 

sos mia, porque estas del otro lado, ahi donde me invitas a saltar y no puedo dar el 

salto ... me atormenta tu amor que no me sirve de puente porque un puente nose sostiene 

de un solo lado" (93 : 592). After Horacio has left her, La Maga searches for a recording 

of a Brahms sonata while Gregorovious, convinced that Horacio is outside, leaning 

against the door, listening, notes that Horacio is like " ... algo que tiene que 

resolverse ... algo que se va encaminando lentamente hacia la explicaci6n" (28: 290). 

Horacio embodies the tension of an unresolved chord in a progression or dissonant 

intervals of pitches within a melody; both are musical elements, however. Horacio is 

stationary rather than in motion toward the harmony of resolution. It is not until the end 

of the first model of reading that Horacio experiences a sensation of harmony, perched at 

the window looking down on his caring friends. In the first model of reading, if one 

chooses to continue to the third part of the book, in chapter 57 that follows, Horacio 

describes falling into the hole of the bathroom sink. In the second model of reading, the 

"Tablero de direcci6n" continues instead with chapter 135 that indicates a launching 

outward rather than an inward fall . Both chapters, however, represent a catapult into 

unkown territory. In chapter 135, Horacio eats with his eyes covered and compares it to 

astronaut training. Improvisers, like astronauts, enter unfamiliar territory with training 

and like La Maga, can hit the bullseye with their eyes closed. 

Lovemaking between La Maga and Horacio is more analogous to classical music 

than to aleatory music or improvised jazz music of any style. Horacio, who claims they 

were not in love, says of their lovemaking, "had amos el amor con un virtuosismo 
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desapegado y critico, pero despues caiamos en silencios terribles" (2: 132). La Maga, 

whose anguish is comforted by the option of suicide, although she knows she would not 

choose it, warns Horacio of the danger of drowning in metaphysical rivers (20: 226). She 

knows that Horacio does not acknowledge his own existential pain; he distances himself 

from it through layers of rational thought and intellectual preoccupations. She also 

compares their lovemaking to a classical structure as represented by the classical sonata 

form : "Haciamos el amor como dos musicos que se juntan para tocar sonatas ... el piano 

iba por su lado y el violin por el suyo y de eso salia Ia sonata, pero ya ves, en el fondo no 

nos encontrabamos. Me di cuenta enseguida, Horacio, pero las sonatas eran tan 

hermosas" (20: 226). A thought of Traveler' s, Horacio' s double, confirms that " ... Ia 

sospecha de que el orden clasico era como siempre un sacrificio de Ia verdad a Ia belleza" 

(129 : 686). Indeed, sacrifice adequately describes the nature of their lovemaking: La 

Maga's unconditional and uncomplicated love for Horacio is sacrificed as he uses her as 

a vehicle to himself and does not truly "see" her until she is gone. 

In music history, the term "Classical" refers to a period which "succeeds the 

Baroque and preceeds the Romantic, in both cases with sizable overlaps" ("Classical" 

172). In popular usage, however, it refers to art music as opposed to popular. La Maga 

and Horacio both characterize their lovemaking by the traditional Greco-Roman classical 

elements of balance, proportion, and objective rather than subjective expression. Donald 

Jay Grout states that the unity of the classical sonata form arises "from the continual 

recurrence of the tension-resolution process at every level from the single phrase up to 

the entire movement" ( 457). In contrast to aleatory music, which purposely avoids 

reference to tonal centers, the sonata continually resolves its tension~ it is a closed, 
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balanced, unified structure, unlike aleatory or jazz improvisation and unlike Rayuela, or 

Horacio and La Maga's relationship. 

The classical structure of their lovemaking was, however, tinged with violence: 

" ... puesto que casi nunca se alcanzaban porque en pleno dialogo eran tan 

distintos ... entonces Ia (mica posibilidad de encuentro estaba en que Horacio Ia matara en 

el amor" (5: 155). The violence of their lovemaking further resonates against the 

violence within the chapters, interspersed with those containing the most reference to 

jazz, that comprise the cycle of violence and death. Jean-Paul Sartre defines death as a 

being belonging to a process and constituting the meaning of the process. With regard to 

music, he notes that the final chord of a melody always invokes, on one side, the silence, 

or nothingness of sound to follow- the silence being already present in the meaning of 

the resolved chord. On the other side, the final chord looks toward being, toward the 

music; the melody would remain, without the final chord of resolution, open to flow back 

and forth (507-08). Cortazar suspends the ending ofRayuela in this manner with the 

second model of reading, leaving it to the reader to resolve with the final chord. The 

intercalated chapters of the third part of the novel, in the second model of reading, delay 

resolution of the events of the plot in a similar manner. Improvisation explores the 

tensions and acrobatics possible within the harmonic structure of the tune or melody and 

delays resolution and return to the familiar. 

Horacio finds the silences after their lovemaking terrible, like death in its negative 

aspect offinality. Nicolas Berdyaev, in The Destiny ofMan, states "passion ... always 

holds the menace of death. He who accepts love in its overwhelming power and tragedy, 

accepts death. In erotic love the intensity of life reaches its highest pitch and leads to 
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destruction and death" (254). Horacio is, at once, drawn toward and repelled by jazz and 

La Maga. The music makes him vomit, and she arouses murderous impulses along with 

the erotic. Horacio reflects on their relationship: "Matar al objeto amado, esa vieja 

sospecha del hombre, era el precio de no detenerse en Ia escala" ( 48: 449). "Escala," 

which means "scale" in Spanish, if considered in the musical sense reflects Horacio' s 

lack of improvisational skills; unable to appreciate the creative qualities and possiblities 

of particular notes or scales, he does not dally to explore their musical options, but 

instead rushes through the basic melody of life, missing out on its improvisational 

possibilities. 

Horacio ' s union with La Maga may be also be compared to what Attali refers to 

as the murderous impulse of group improvising: 

To compose [improvise] is simultaneously to commit a murder and to 

perform a sacrifice ... to become both the sacrificer and the victim, to make 

an ever-possible suicide the only possible form of death inherent in it ... to 

locate liberation not in a far-away future ... but in the present, in 

production, in one' s own enjoyment. (142-43) 

However, their lovemaking does not have a liberating effect on either one. Horacio fears 

losing himself completey in the "other," " ... tirarse en si mismo con una tal violencia que 

el salto acabara en los brazos de otro" (22: 239). On a night of particularly escalated 

erotic violence, he senses her victimization as a rite of initiation into the Serpent Club. 

The narration compares Horacio to a matador returning the bull to its origin. Although 

his ego is inflamed, and he " ... era exaltado, llamado, concitado a Ia funci6n del 

sacrificador lustral. .. ," he fears her submissiveness might break her independent spirit: 
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"no queria que la libertad, Unica ropa que le caia bien a la Maga, se perdiera en una 

feminidad diligente" (5 : 154). He cannot accept her as she is because he cannot 

appropriate her freedom for himself She is installed in the present and in improvisation, 

and he is not. 

The lovemaking between La Maga and Horacio can be considered in terms of 

Barthes' s theory of the erotic as it concerns musical performance, particulary 

improvisation. According to Barthes, listening, as opposed to reading, is not a private 

activity; the audience and the performers/performance are two inseparable texts and 

elements of a context, or the event. "The erotic is to be found at the line that divides 

these two texts: roughly, the edge of the stage. Temporally, it is located at the edge of 

performances: beginnings and endings" (Pleasures 17). Horacio acutely feels the 

constraints of time following lovemaking with La Maga, " ... Ia espuma de los vasos de 

cerveza se iba poniendo como estopa, se entibiaba y se contraia mientras nos minibamos 

y sentiamos que eso era el tiempo" (2: 132). Lovemaking, for Horacio and La Maga, 

affects their sense of conventional time in a manner similar to the way in which the 

character of Johnny Carter feels that playing the saxophone defies conventional time by 

expanding and enriching the moments ("El perseguidor" 110-11 ). After lovemaking, 

Horacio and La Maga acutely experience the inevitable measured movement of 

conventional time that marks external reality and their powerlessness against that 

movement. 

Corbett adapts Barthes' s theory of the erotic to improvisation wherein he says that 

the erotic in improvisation is located at the edge of the stage, the line that divides the two 

texts: the audience and the performers/performance, as well as at the edge of 
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perfonnances: beginnings and endings. "The erotic is created in the meeting of these 

edges" (224). He quotes from Barthes' s Pleasures designating the "obedient, conformist, 

plagiarizing" ( 17) audience as culture, and the other edge, the uncoded performance, as 

its destruction (224). La Maga's and Horacio ' s lovemaking is not analogous to 

improvisation although it does constitute a performance. The absence of creative 

dialogue and her physical subjugation to him precludes an analogy to improvisation that, 

according to Rasula, is "the functional interaction of individual and group .. . encoded 

musically" ( 14 7). 

Argentina, of all South American countries, "has one of the richest art music 

traditions and perhaps the most active contemporary musical life ... many contemporary 

Argentine musicians have gone abroad for training, and many have remained abroad" 

("Argentina" 48). This trend is reminiscent of that of South American literary figures 

during the Boom. In addition to the tango, often considered the national music of 

Argentina, aleatory music, such as twelve-tone techniques, and serialism appeared in the 

1930s, and by the 1960s, avant-garde music abounded ("Argentina" 48). Also calJed 

"chance music," aleatory music is music in which deliberate use is made of 

indeterminacy; random processes are used to fix aspects of composition, performance, or 

both. Although Medieval theorists "occasionally recommended the permutation of a 

given succession of pitches as a mechanical aide to melodic invention ... aleatory music 

is ... principally a phenomenon of the later twentieth century" ("Aleatory" 28). 

Rayuela includes commentary or mention of many musical forms, including 

aleatory. Etienne, the Club's painter, upset with JeJiy Roll Morton's recording of 

"Mamie 's Blues," claims, "Yo nose como puedo aguantar esa basura. Es emocionante 
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pero es una basura" (17: 200). Ronald, the Club' s musician, retorts that, Morton' s music 

is not "un opus cualquier de Schoenberg," Jelly Roll , as an artist, is more in contact with 

the baser elements of human existence ( 17: 20 I). Etienne insists that Morton' s music is 

emotion pretending to pass for music and that art "empieza mas aca o mas alla, pero no es 

nunca eso" ( 17: 202). A vant-garde or contemporary twentieth-century composition 

relies, if not on purely aleatoric devices, on more mechanical, less emotive structuring 

elements than jazz. 3 This music, also atonal, is "based on a serial ordering of all twelve 

chromatic pitches [of the Western tonal scale system] ... [and its] form is uniquely 

determined for each composition, [and] serves as the referential basis for all pitch events 

in that composition (in distinction to the seven-note diatonic basis used in tonal music)" 

("Twelve" 886). Although the term ')azz" encompasses a wide range of musical styles, 

its "blues" origin assures that it is never as emotionally detached, purely intellectual, or 

technically contrived, as other twentieth-century art music such as aleatory. 4 Ronald 

follows with a recording of the Waring' s Pennsylvanians, a favorite ofHoracio, and the 

narrative embarks on an extensive description and definition of jazz and its origins: 

... desde un chirriar terrible llegaba el tema que encantaba a 

Oliveira ... todo entre un humo de fon6grafo viejo y pesima grabaci6n, de 

orquesta barata y como anterior al jazz, al fin y al cabo de esos vi~jos 

discos, de los show boats y de las noches de Storyville habia nacido Ia 

imica musica universal del siglo .. . una musica bastante primitiva para 

alcanzar universalidad y bastante buena para hacer su propia historia, con 

cismas, renuncias y herejias ... ir y volver del romanticismo y el 



clasicismo ... una musica-hombre ... con historia a diferencia de Ia estUpida 

musica animal de baile ... (17: 202) 

Reverting to Horacio' s question, "~Encontraria a Ia Maga," at this point he does 

not succeed other than superficially in this search. It is only after her disappearance that 

he begins to understand and begins to connect with the essence of her being: "Y no le 

hablo [a La Maga] con las palabras que solo han servido para no entendemos, ahora que 

ya es tarde empiezo a elegir otras, las de ella" (21: 234). Jazz, like La Maga, also suceeds 

in decentering Horacio and pointing him to other levels of awareness. Horacio wonders 

if the musicians are a vertiginous chain, one reality ceding to another, as meaning is 

continuously deferred in all signified systems (12 : 189). In a chapter belonging to the 

third part, Horacio, anonymously narrating, refers to Ellington' s recording of "Baby 

When You Ain't There": "~Por que a ciertas horas, es tan necesario decir: ' ~Arne esto?' 

Arne unos blues, una imagen en la calle ... Dar testimonio, luchar contra la nada que nos 

barreni. .. unos blues que ocupan en el recuerdo el sitio menudo de los perfumes, las 

estampas y los pisapapeles" (87: 575-76). In the second model of reading, this chapter 

follows chapter 34 in which Horacio tenderly and poignantly remembers La Maga, now 

gone, although he still senses an acute connection between them, a figure, a musical 

bridge: "Maga, vamos componiendo una figura absurda, dibujamos con nuestros 

movimientos una figura identica ala que dibujan las moscas" (34: 347). Flies, the 

metamorphosis of maggots, which denote demise, decomposition, and stagnancy, 

represent a renewed ability for movement, modulation away from the stagnant. Horacio 

appears to desire that a less absurd figure be drawn with their movements that perhaps 

would include more bridges and unity between them. In this chapter, Horacio has 
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returned to the apartment they had shared and discovers on the nightstand a novel she had 

been reading, Lo prohibido, by Benito Perez Gald6s. The opening lines of this novel are 

alternated, line by line, with the text of Rayuela which consists of an interior monologue 

in which Horacio demonstrates simultaneously his disdain for La Maga's choice of 

reading, (a nineteenth-century realist novel), and his adulation of her. He is too ashamed 

to take her to the Louvre yet he confesses, " ... y ahi me engafiaba yo, me dejaba caer en el 

imbecil orgullo del intelectual que se cree equipado para entender. .. Maga, el mol de 

hueco era yo, vos temblabas pura y libre como una llama, como un rio de mercurio, como 

el primer canto de un pajaro cuando rompe el alba" (34: 346). The intercalation of Perez 

Gald6s' s realist text with Cortazar' s non-realist text is symbolic of their now defunct 

relationship: contrasting styles of literature confusingly intertwined yet completely 

separate and independent of each other. Horacio defines her in her absence like a 

flickering flame, pure and free, reminiscent of the "fuego sordo, del fuego sin color que 

corre al anochecer por Ia rue de Ia Huchette" (73 : 546), of the opening chapter of the 

second model of reading. La Maga's flame however, is pure, unlike the "fuego 

inventado, una incandescente tura" that permeates Paris (73 : 546). She is not like the 

"invented" truths that Horacio refers to: " ... es decir escritura, 1iteratura, pintura, 

escultura, agricultura, piscicultura, todas las turas de este mundo" (73 : 545). She is 

instead organic, mercurial like the fluid waters of the Seine, and like jazz great Charlie 

Parker, who "with unsurpassed facility .. . invented continuously new melody by flexibly 

altering the direction, harmonic implications, accentuation, and rhythms of a large body 

of formulas" ("Jazz" 416). 
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Berliner says that many jazz vocal effects "seem almost impossible to place on 

the score as the singing of birds" (80). "Gliglico," La Maga' s invented language, 

reinvents existing language, imbueing it with a freshness comparable to a bird' s first song 

of a new day. Although it is a personal, if not a private, language between La Maga and 

Horacio, it is given official status within the novel in chapter 68, through its use by an 

onmiscient narrator to describe, in a single paragraph, a sexual encounter between two 

anonymous beings : "Apenas elle amalaba el noema, a ella se Je agolpaba el clemiso y 

caian en hidromurias, en salvajes ambonios, en sustalos exasperantes" (68: 533). As 

opposed to the classical structure that defines lovemaking between La Maga and Horacio, 

"gliglico" is pure improvisation, perhaps reflective of the possibility of what their union 

might have been had Horacio been able, like La Maga, to improvise. When Horacio asks 

La Maga to describe the lovemaking he believes to have occurred between her and Ossip, 

he appropriates her language although eventually he turns it against her: "~Perote retila 

la murta? No me vayas a mentir ... ~ Y te hace poner con los plineos entre las argustas?" 

La Maga enters into his game by describing, in "gliglico," an imaginary union with 

Ossip: "Si, y despues nos entretumamos los porcios basta que el dice basta basta .... " 

Horacio, who initiated the dialogic encounter in "gliglico," suddenly does not want to 

play anymore and immediately insults La Maga: "Me aburre mucho el gliglico. Ademas 

vos no tenes imaginaci6n, siempre decis las mismas cosas" (20: 221 ). Ironically, it is he 

who lacks imagination and has allowed his own feelings of inadequacy to project 

themselves as unfounded jealousy. 

Amor6s declares that one aspect of "gliglico" is its mockery of rational language, 

however, he also notes Cortazar' s ability to capture musically the physical rhythms of 
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tension and releases that characterize physical union: "EI parrafo culmina en una 

enumeraci6n en Ia que la orquesta parece emplear toda su potencia instrumental. Todo 

este crescendo orquestal. .. estalla, jubiloso, 'jEvohe! jEvohe!"' (60). Amor6s continues 

to say that Cortazar' s (or La Maga' s) "gliglico" arises from the arbitrary aspect of the 

linguistic sign, evoking meaning simply through sound which unites elements of the 

Afro-Caribbean and Peninsular heritage of Latin American Spanish (60). Jazz, although 

North American in origin, shares with Latin America the common African element, the 

cultural and linguistic otherness; a musicality too vibrant to be silenced or ignored. 

Particularly with regard to percussion, jazz reflects "the general value attached to rhythm 

in African American musical traditions" (Berliner 324 ). "Jazz remains a 

characteristically open music system capable of absorbing new traits without sacrificing 

its identity" (Berliner 490). La Maga's "gliglico" is evidence that language, as well, is an 

open sonorous system, also capable of absorbing novelty without losing its basic 

elements of signification. 

Debra A. Castillo refers to the inadequacy of naturalist literature to express the 

complexity of ordinary life, with regard to the inclusion of Perez Gald6s' s text in Rayuela 

(157). The title, Lo prohibido, also recalls the controversial status of jazz music as 

subversive, primal, and sensual. The intercalation of the two texts, which contrasts the 

realist style ofGald6s with Horacio ' s interior monologue, resembles a musical fugue: 

"the most fully developed procedure of imitative counterpoint, in which the theme is 

stated successfully in all voices ... continuously expanded, opposed, and reestablished" 

("Fugue" 327). Similarly, soloists seem to take flight when their voices or instruments 

begin to improvise above the rest of an ensemble; like the counterpoint of a fugue, he or 



she is at once independent yet integrated into the group musical event. The reader is 

"dislocated" by the alternating lines of the realist text with Horacio' s thoughts until the 

ploy becomes apparent; then, it is with some difficulty and concentration that the reader 

proceeds, after choosing a model, or models of reading the chapter. The realist text, 

which represents objective sequencing of external events, is recreated by Cortazar' s 

improvisational treatment of it, as is his own narrative, superimposed by that of Gald6s. 

"Fuga" literally means flight, which suggests the fleeing and chasing characteristic of all 

fugues ("Fugue" 328), as well as the absurd figure that Horacio and La Maga draw with 

their movements like flies. La Maga had flown, like a fugitive, from the apartment and 

from Horacio' s life: "A La Maga le ha dado un ataque de orden" (29: 322-23). Horacio ' s 

perception of La Maga as a completely disordered being is disrupted as she now displays 

an internal order of her own. Her improvisational nature takes on the ordered quality of a 

musical fugue. His head spins with lyrics to a tune, "Mi noche triste," as he attempts to 

assign temporal order to the events of his own life since they had parted (29: 323). The 

music, with its emotive nature, both inhibits and aids his attempt to recall the events 

objectively. Horacio shows disdain for a literary style that reflects the objectivity with 

which he himself observes life as an onlooker. Like a musician who improvises, the 

intercalated texts in this chapter combine a realist perception of an external order of 

reality (technique, theory, ensemble, instrument) with an interior monologue from which 

individual subjective creativity emerges to shape external factors into perceptible art. 

Linguistically and thematically, Rayuela challenges language as a signifying 

system and literature as a vehicle for meaning. In chapter 73, the first chapter of the 

second model of reading, a narrator, possibly synonymous with Horacio, questions, 
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"Cuantas veces me pregunto si esto noes mas que escritura, en un tiempo en que 

corremos al engafio entre ecuaciones infalibles y maquinas de conformismos" (73 : 544). 

Polarity no longer suffices for defining; the focus is now on the possibilities between the 

opposites, and language only further clouds their perception: "Pareceria que una elecci6n 

no puede ser dialectica, que su planteo Ia empobrece, es decir Ia falsea, Ia transforma en 

otra cosa" (73: 544-45). This chapter is then followed by chapter 1, which opens with 

Horacio' s metaphoric question, "~Encontraria a Ia Maga?" which, in the first model of 

reading, would be the first chapter. The questions posed by both "beginning" chapters 

are closely related if not the same in essence. 

Morelli alludes to an inversion of signs, "a un mundo visto con otras y desde otras 

dimensiones, como preparaci6n inevitable a una vision mas pura" (141: 717). La Maga' s 

relationship with Horacio inverts his vision of reality. Ironically, their last conversation 

alone proves to be their most communicative, and their last kiss is inverted: "Se besaron 

al reves ... sus bocas nose reconocian, estaban besando bocas diferentes" (20: 221 ). Just 

before parting ways, and perhaps because of its imminence, they seem to discover each 

other in an improvisatory manner. Like their kiss, their roles become reversed, as the 

normally free La Maga clings in desperation to Horacio, although she knows his 

departure is for the best (20: 225). Dialogue between them is open and honest, and at one 

point, they cannot contain their laughter. It is as if their separation and departure from 

the daily routine as a couple had restored freshne::,s to their interaction or, perhaps, it had 

reached a new level- the freedom oftheir impending separation is imbued in their 

communication allowing a more fluid, improvisatory connection. In this chapter 

Cortazar achieves an almost frightening poignancy which succeeds in bridging the gap 
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between fiction and reality with a use of language that comes close to uniting the reader 

with various realities within the activity of reading. 

Robert Walser declares that "signification is logical, rational, limited ... meanings 

are denotative, fixed, exact, and exclusive ... [it] assumes that meanings can be absolute, 

permanent, and objectively specified" (168). He contrasts signification with Henry Louis 

Gates, Jr.'s theory of "signifyin" as respectful of"contingency, improvisation, 

relativity- the social production and negotiation of meanings" (168). Walser goes on to 

explain that while signification assumes that "meaning can be communicated 

abstractly .. . signify in ' celebrates performance and dialogic engagement" ( 168). This 

theory is opposed to modernism that conceives art as self-referential, separate from mass 

culture and daily life. In his article, "Out of Notes," Walser addresses what he refers to 

as "the problem of Miles Davis ... the problem Davis presents to critics and historians: 

how are we to account for such glaring defects in the performances of someone who is 

indisputably one of the most important musicians in the history of jazz?" (165). 

Similarly, we could consider "the problem of La Maga." How could someone so lack in 

erudition and sophistication as she effect so much change in those around her? 

Horacio refers to her actions and gestures, such as the reason for her tears or the 

order of her purchases, as "signos." Horacio declares that "La Maga no sabra nunca 

como su dedo apuntaba hacia Ia fina raya que triza el espejo .... " Horacio describes her in 

the world as someone who "giraba desconcertada, tanteando, manoteando" (98: 609). 

Walser indicates that although Davis had technical problems, many "missed notes," and 

"mistakes," "accounting for his success as a performer, may require rethinking some of 

our assumptions about what and how music means" (167). Likewise, La Maga has an 
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inexplicable effect not only on Horacio but also on the entire Serpent Club and the 

readers of the novel. Davis himself said that musical creativity did not need to be limited 

by abstractions such as notes: "Sometimes you run out of notes. The notes just disappear 

and you have to play a sound" (qtd. in Walser 180). This corresponds to La Maga's 

chiding ofHoracio: "Si quieres ser feliz como me dices I No poetics, Horacio, no 

poetics" (98: 609). Making use of her facility with English, she discourages the 

theoretical preoccupation with general principles of literature as well as art in general; 

instead, she rather Horacio experience them and integrate those experiences into his life. 

Horacio, on his way to a concert when he first encounters La Maga, ironically, 

after their separation, attends a concert performance of twentieth-century, or avant-garde 

music, out of pure boredom and need for human contact. Whereas the improvisation in 

Rayuela consists of recorded music, aleatory music is presented "live" through the 

performance of compositions programmed by Berthe Trepat. Sparsely attended by an 

unsophisticated audience, the ambience exudes cheapness, pathos, and decay. In contrast 

to the literary description of jazz in the previous chapters, the narrative description of 

these works parallels their affected, mechanical compositional structure. Absurdity 

characterizes the narration as well as the events that occur in the concert. "Solo viviendo 

absurdamente se podria romper alguna vez este absurdo infinito," Horacio thinks (23 : 

242). Absurd pomposity combines with pathetic despair to characterize the plight of the 

contemporary artist, particularly that of the composer of contemporary musical works. 

The three works performed in the concert, including one first audition, are presented in 

the novel in such detail and confusing sequence that the reader can easily lose track of 

which piece is being performed or described, which does not seem to matter as is often 
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the case while reading Rayuela. There is no audible or emotive sense of music emanating 

from the narrative description of this concert, in contrast to the aural quality of the 

descriptions of jazz at the Club meetings. The incredible narrative entanglement reflects 

the absurdity of the elements of the pieces performed; the subverted dignity and 

seriousness of the event preclude their treatment as serious music. Tn!pat's verbal speech 

reflects the chaos of the performance: "Todo se mezclaba en una especie de cacareo 

altemado que confundia las palabras y las interjecciones" (23 : 267). In contrast, music 

director Harold Ousley alludes to the metaphor of storytelling with regard to music 

improvisation as "verbal listening ... the ability to hear conversations" in jazz ( qtd. in 

Berliner 255). Berliner adds that many jazz players "correspondingly, [have] the skill to 

incorporate verbal language patterns within improvisations" (255). 

Horacio, however, admires the risk undertaken by Berthe Trepat: "Despues de 

todo Ia pobre Trepat habia estado tratando de presentar obras en primera audici6n, lo que 

siempre era un merito en este mundo de gran polonesa, claro de luna y danza del fuego" 

(23 : 248). This allusion to familiar works such as Frederick Chopin ' s "Polonaise

Fantasie," op. 61 , Claude Debussy' s "Clair de June," 5 and Manuel de Falla' s "Danza del 

fuego" indicates a mass culture that is unable and unwilling to listen to anything that 

breaks with the familiar systems of musical representation and meaning. As Daniel Link 

remarks, the Paris of Rayuela is already a technocratic city, dominated by mass media 

and a reified cultural system, intolerant of individual adventures of the spirit ( 1 07). It is 

permeated by the "fuego sordo, del fuego sin color. .. del fuego sin imagen ... que se 

aposenta para durar aliada al tiempo y al recuerdo" (73 : 544). Paris threatens to consume 
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the provincial Horacio, who fights against the limitations of his heritage and a pull 

toward an existential void of empty swirling surrealistic signs. 

The episode with Berthe Trepat serves as a bridge for Horacio to begin to allow 

the emotion of his separation from La Maga to surface. Rejected after trying to help the 

desperate woman, Horacio faces his own solitude and despair. Finally, able to cry, his 

tears mix with the rain; the umbrella had been cast away long ago, and more recently, so 

had La Maga. He finally feels, rather than merely understands, the blues. His new 

connection with humanity leads him to the episode in which he shares comfort and sex 

with the clocharde of the Pont des Arts, La Maga's bridge. La Maga had once identified 

with the same clocharde, whom she had befriended, "Soy como ella, mirala bailando, 

mira, es como Ia luna ... es un ejemplo" (1 08: 644 ). La Maga lends a new variation to 

Beethoven's, Faure's, and Debussy ' s "Clair de lune;" symbolic of the luminous orb of 

the night, she lights the path with her clarity of vision: "Vos sabes que yo a veces veo. 

Yeo tan claro," she says to Horacio just before they part (20: 225). The clocharde' s 

memories of La Maga recreate her for Horacio: "una chica excelente, no trabajaba ni 

perdia el tiempo atnis de un diploma" (36: 359). Like La Maga, the clocharde also likes 

to sing. The narrator, in this episode, refers to Horacio as "el nuevo." Horacio has been 

altered, improvised by his loss of La Maga. 

Horacio, caught by the police with the clocharde, leaves Paris and returns to 

Buenos Aires, after searching for La Maga in Montevideo. He is reunited with his 

friends, Traveler and Talita, with whom he works at a circus, where he hears the furious 

circus music of the calliope ( 43: 422). His intellectual affectation alleviated by his 

experiences in Paris, he returns to his native city and its folkloric and popular music, "los 
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tangos desafinados de Ia chica de los mandados" (47: 443). He himself becomes a 

bridge, an "intercesor," to his friends. Different music, other than jazz, accompanies the 

events subsequent to Horacio ' s return to Buenos Aires: "Musica, melanc6lico alimento 

para los que vivimos de amor" are the words of Traveler, tuning his guitar, before 

beginning a rendition of the tango "Cotorrita de la suerte" ( 46: 435). The recurring image 

of the bird, whose flight embodies the freedom represented by jazz as well as the 

Australian bird enclosed in a cage too small, in this tango represents the arbitrary notion 

ofluck. The tango' s origins are similar to those of jazz. " It is generally regarded as 

originating in the poor neighborhoods ofBuenos Aires in the late nineteenth century, 

with important antecedents in the traditional Argentine milonga and in Cuban dances 

such as the habanera then in vogue." Like jazz texts, those of "the sung tango are 

emotional, sentimental, and sometimes intensely negative in tone" ("Tango" 835). 

Rayuela includes a literary excerpt from La escuela gardeleana, by Ivonne Guitry, in 

which she relates the story of the Argentine singer of tangos Carlos Garde) and his fame 

and success in 1928 in Paris. In contrast to the avant-garde movements in Paris at that 

time, Garde I sang traditional tangos, " ... canciones de la vieja Argentina, el alma pura del 

gaucho de las pampas" ( 111 : 650 ). Although Cortazar' s intent is to ridicule this example 

of poor, sentimental literature; nevertheless, it presents the reader with a musical bridge 

which connects Horacio' s heritage with Europe, Paris in particular; this connection 

demonstrates the artistic value of emotive qualities inherent in many folk traditions of 

dance and music that parallel the origins of jazz. 
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Horacio retums home renewed by his experience ofParis, La Maga, and jazz 

music. He has begun to understand the capacity to modulate, and, eventually, he is able 

to open the bridge, or improvising section, of his being and allow it to connect to the 

multiplicity that characterizes being and the many centers one may inhabit at once, within 

and beyond the limits of time and space. 
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Conclusion 

Rayuela, when considered critically by today' s standards and reconsidered within 

the canon of Latin American literature of its period, may be compared to the problem of 

Miles Davis, whose mistakes and missed notes in performance make his overwhelming 

importance to music critically difficult to explain. When Horacio mentions to Morelli the 

possibility of confusing the order when compiling his manuscript, Morelli responds, "Y 

en el peor de los casos, si se equivocan, a lo mejor queda perfecto" (154: 737). This 

seems to be the case with Davis as explored by Walser in his article '"Out ofNotes ' : 

Miles Davis." Pianist Chick Correa comments on the lack of apparent logic in Davis ' s 

solo performances, which ellude conventional music theory and notation: "Miles ' solos 

are really interesting to look at on music paper because there ' s nothing to them ... Miles 

doesn' t use patterns ... without the expression, and without the feeling he puts into it, 

there 's nothing out there" (qtd. in Mandel18-20). Walser sums up the "problem of Miles 

Davis" with a comparison of conventional theories of signification to Gates ' s theory of 

signifyin ', "the real-life dialogic flux of meaning," declaring that "modernism and 

classicism cannot take us into notes, where choices and details signify; nor out of notes, 

onto that risky rhetorical terrain Miles Davis never stopped exploring" (180). Terry 

Eagleton declares that modernist texts dissolve all distinct meaning into a free play of 

words, which seeks to undo repressive thought-systems by a ceaseless slipping and 

sliding of language" (82). Both Rayuela and jazz improvisation dissolve meaning into 
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free play but, I ike the game of hopscotch, both are neither without rules nor structure; 

both texts are syntagmatic actions that are not divorced from the paradigms of cultural, 

historical, and social codes. Berliner comments that "as a result of diverse influences 

contributing to its tradition, jazz in performance reveals layered patterns of cultural 

history, which are as textured in meaning for the improviser as they are for the educated 

listener who interprets them" ( 491 ). Improvisation deconstructs the music, whereas 

Ravuela attempts to deconstruct the novel; both play with their respective language forms 

in order to attain at once more diverse possibilities of meaning and a more personal 

significance through an expanded consciousness, which bridges daily reality with oneiric 

experience, imagination, and memories. 

Larsen, in contrast to the comparison with Davis, draws an unfavorable parallel 

between Rayuela and the concert of Berthe TnSpat, comparing, with ridicule, the 

"prophetic syncretism" that characterizes the structure of her composition to the literary 

"theory" ofRayuela itself He poses the question: "is not the most striking aspect of this 

musical interlude the manner in which, for us as "postmodem" readers, it perfectly 

mimics the experience of reading Hopscotch?" (62). He questions whether the readers of 

Rayuela become, like the dwindling audience ofTrepat's concert, "defeated and useless" 

as the "artistic activities among groups of people equally defeated and useless" (62). 

Larsen does pose the possibility ofTrepat as "a conscious self-parody on Cortazar' s part" 

but considers the concert, as well as Morelli ' s literary philosophy, as objects "of a certain 

postmodem laughter" (62). He argues that the novel proposes a reader who cannot exist; 

one that " leaps instantaneously beyond all representational mediacy ... given the very 

representational mediacy of all verbal processes" ( 63 ). Therein, the symbolic 
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representation of music- jazz, as well as twentieth-century aleatory, popular, and 

traditional folk- is highly significant within Rayuela. In this novel, which seeks at once 

both to usurp and embrace literary language as a structural bridge uniting life and art, 

jazz' s improvisational character embodies simultaneously the universal and individual in 

the elements of creative expression necessary for that bridge to succeed in 

communicating effectively. 

The familiar thematic structure of the journey, presented and developed in a non

traditional, improvisatory manner by Cortazar in Rayuela, serves multiple purposes in the 

novel, all of which are interwoven or bridged. Two major metropolises, as well as 

Horacio' s psychological and spiritual journeys, cojoin within a quest for reconciliation of 

conflicting aspects regarding his socio-political values and national identity. The 

narrative itself undertakes a journey to determine its own validity as an authentic vehicle 

for creative communication beyond mere representation. Even though Rayuela may fail 

to provide a literary experience that lives up to the expectations of the narrative 

postulated by Morelli , and discussed within the novel by the characters, this very fact 

reinforces the notion of definitive limits, which characterize literature and necessitate and 

foster the creation of bridges of communication between writer/composer-performer, 

literary language/music, and reader/listener. Morelli imagines a novel in which "la 

acumulaci6n de fragmentos cristalizara bruscamente en una realidad total. Sin tener que 

inventar los puentes ... " (109: 647). He then seems to contradict himself with the 

following statement: 

Tomar de Ia literatura eso que es puente vivo de hombre a hombre .. . una 

narrativa que no sea pretexto para Ia trasmisi6n de un "mensaje" (no hay 
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mensaje, hay mensajeros y eso es el mensaje, asi como el amor es el que 

ama); una narrativa que actue como coagulante de vivencias, como 

catalizadora de nociones confusas y mal entendidas, y que incida en 

primer termino en el que la escribe, para lo cual hay que escribirla como 

antinovela porque todo orden cerrado dejani sistematicamente afuera esos 

anuncios que pueden volvemos mensajeros ... . (79: 560) 

This demonstrates a desire for synchronization between form and content or, further, 

between message, medium, sender, and recipient (in the form ofthe reader-accomplice). 

Morelli ' s concept of an ideal novel would abolish the temporal space of the reader and 

transpose him/her to that of the author, "en el mismo momenta y en Ia misma forma" 

(emphasis in the original) (79: 560). Nowhere in Rayuela is this concept as nearly 

approximated as in the narrative accounts ofHoracio' s experience oflistening to jazz and 

the manner in which the Club' s discourses and interactions between its members are at 

once imbued with and offset by the immediacy and poignancy of the recorded 

improvisations. 

Walter Benjamin distinguishes "between a mental entity and the linguistics entity 

in which it [the entity] communicates," and declares " logos," as the ambiguous word 

which expresses the "incomprehensible paradox" between the two entities (63). It is 

" logos" which is suspect and on trial in Rayuela, particularly Descartes ' s rationalism as 

alluded to by Horacio ' s reference to the phrase "cogito ergo sum": "como siempre me 

costaba mucho menos pensar que ser, que en mi caso el ergo de Ia frasecita no era tan 

ergo ni cosa parecida" (2: 135). "Ergo" is the bridge, the verb, the action; the continuous 

deferral and unfolding of meaning as reality is constituted by performances of every 
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nature in every aspect of living. Horacio insinuates with this statement that his thoughts 

are an aimless swirl of linguistic matter devoid of meaning or mental entity. Music, 

particulary improvisation with its melodic and harmonic structures continually in process, 

provides authenticity of performance; the security of an artistic medium that functions 

within the paradoxy of Benjamin' s "logos." This may be related to what Atalli calls 

"paradoxy" which he claims "exists at the level of the insertion of the performer' s body 

and vocabulary into a playing ensemble, performance context, and musical episteme 

(infra-semantic) ... a new way of generating musical meaning: the heterotopia of a musical 

steady state" (qtd. in Corbett 236). Attali refers to the discipline ofthe body with regard 

to gestures and the musical object, the musical instrument that it manipulates. Attali 

explains, "The individual body becomes an element that may be placed, moved, 

articulated on others ... . This is a functional reduction of the body. But it is also an 

insertion of the body-segment in a whole ensemble over which it is articulated" (164). 

Corbett adds that the improviser then must subvert this discipline; not abandon it but re

discipline: "To reposition the music in relation to the body of the performer, the player 

must be willing to stretch, must not be fearful of exposure and detection" (228). 

Mackey considers the distinctions made among the Brazilian Kalapalo tribe 

between calls, music, and speech wherein "calls as well as music are considered more 

truthful, more trustworthy than speech" (90). Ellen B. Basso, in her study A Musical 

View of the Universe: Kalapalo Myth and Ritual Performances, claims that among the 

Kalapalo, nonhuman entities which sometimes appear in human form, are known as 

"powerful beings" who are "preeminently and essentially musical. " She continues to 

explain that these "powerful beings are different from concrete historical figures because 



they and their acts are ' always' and everywhere ... " (69-70). Kalapalo musicians model 

their own musical performances on these beings who "rather than masking the 

mental ... are performative beings, capable of reaching the limits of awareness of meaning 

by constructing action through a process that is simultaneously mental and physical" 

(71). The "intercesores," or jazz improvisers that enter the Club meetings through 

musical recordings, may be compared to the "powerful beings" ofKalapalo myth as the 

Club' s meetings themselves emulate qualities of a ritualistic nature. 

La Maga also embodies the essence of the Kalapalo ' s powerful beings in human 

form, as she herself is a performative being whose mental process is not severed from her 

physicality. The musical language she creates, "gliglico," is the novel's ultimate example 

of improvisational prose. Used to describe a physical union between two lovers, its use 

by an omniscient narrator contributes to its "authenticity" within the novel as a language. 

"Gliglico" bends and stretches familiar language in a way which allows not only for 

comprehension of the action but an additional acute sensory understanding as well, which 

succeeds in placing the reader nearly, if not completely, within the "present" of the text. 

Individual words, taken out of the context of the sentence, or passage would likely 

become devoid of meaning; it is unlikely that a dictionary of"gliglico" could be 

compiled. Like the individual chapters ofRayuela, or the individual melodic riffs of a 

musical bridge, it is the context of "gliglico ' s" improvised words that provides their 

continuity of meaning. Somewhat of a homage to La Maga, this chapter ( 68) combines 

the acts of language, love, and music, demonstrating the power of a literary text to 

approximate the experience of live, improvised performance. 

The reader ofRavuela, like the improvising musician, does not know where 
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he/she is going next. He or she does, however, know that the narrative journey will be 

contained textually within the pages, between the physical covers of the novel, and within 

the limits of his or her own imagination. Similarly, the improviser knows that his or her 

musical meandering will be among the audible notes within the range of his or her 

instrument and related to, if not within, the basic harmonic structure of the tune. 

Whereas aleatory music has been granted the position of art music representative 

of twentieth-century alienation and chaos, jazz musician Wynton Marsalis claims that 

jazz is what put humanity into the twentieth century in sound; it is also symbolic within 

the novel for Horacio' s reintegration to, or "leap" into, humanity. Rayuela is also the 

story of a musical journey undertaken by Horacio in his search for meaning. Jazz' s 

universal appeal has to do with the profoundly human manner in which it avails itself of 

human intellect without sacrificing the emotive elements vital for the purpose of 

communication. Jazz is an art form that exemplifies Cortazar' s longing for artistic 

reconciliation, or synthesis, between the local Latin American perspective and the global 

perspective, which would enhance rather than diminish each other. This longing is 

expressed in a passage from Cortazar' s Ultimo round: 

AI margen de Ia circumstancia local, sin Ia inevitable dialectica del 

challenge and response cotidianos que representan los problemas 

politicos, econ6micos o sociales del pais, y que exigen el compromiso 

inrnediato de todo intelectual consciente, su sentimiento de proceso 

humano se vuelve por decirlo asi mas planetario, opera por conjuntos y 

por sintesis, y si pierde la fuerza concentrada en un contexto inrnediato, 

alcanza en cambio una lucidez a veces insoportable pero siempre 
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esclarecedora. (267) 

Improvisational styles may change but improvisation itself, by definition, can never 

become stale or dull. The improvisational quality that Rayuela shares with jazz ensures 

its literary endurance and value. 
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Notes 

1 References are to chapters, followed by page number(s), ofRayuela, ed. Andres 

Amor6s, lOth ed. Buenos Aires: Catedra, 1996. 

2 Cortazar acknowledges and apologizes for the derogatory nature of the term 

"lector-hembra" in an interview with Evelyn Picon Garfield: "Yes, I ask you women to 

forgive me for having used such a 'machista' expression so typical of Latin American 

underdevelopment. And you ought to put that in your interview. I did it innocently and I 

have no excuses; but when I began to hear opinions of my friends who are women 

readers, who insulted me cordially, I realized that I had done something stupid. I should 

have written ' passive reader' and not ' female reader,' because a woman doesn ' t have to 

be continually passive; she is in certain circumstances, but not in others, the same as a 

'macho"' (18). 

3 Arnold Schoenberg, pioneer of free atonal music in which key centers are 

completely avoided, also founded "twelve-tone music." 

4 The New Harvard Dictionary of Music has various definitions of "blues" but 

notes its ties, as an emotion, to the troubles of Black Americans, prior to its recognition 

as a musical genre. In musical terms, it is a standard rhythmic-harmonic structure that is 

altered, sometimes radically, in jazz improvisation (98). 

5 Amor6s ' s edition includes a footnote that refers to Ludwig van Beethoven' s 

(I 770-1827) work by the same title. It is this author' s opinion that reference to 
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Debussy ' s work (1893) is more appropriate here because of his impressionistic style 

which is more reflective ofRayuela' s mood than Beethoven' s earlier Romantic style. 

French composer Gabriel Faure (1845-1924) also composed a work by the same title in 

1887 (Grout 651 ). 
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Appendix A 
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Ex. 1. Diatonic Scale. Central to the structure of Western tonal music is the diatonic 
scale-a scale that includes two semitones (s ) and five whole tones (t) arranged in the 
pattern embodied in the white keys of the piano: taking Cas the starting point, t t s t t t s. 
The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, 728-29. 
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Appendix B 
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Ex. 2. Modulation. Excerpt from "Twinke, Twinke Little Star" in the key of C Major 
and subsequently, its transposition to the key of G major. The distinct functions of the 
chords within each key demonstrates the principle of modulation. 
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Appendix C 
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Ex. 3. Pivot Chord. In the key ofC Major, the a minor chord (vi ) functions as a minor 
6th and serves as a pivot chord to the key of G major where its harmonic function is that 
of a minor 2nd The New Harvard Dictionary ofMusic, 504. 
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AppendixD 
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Figure l. Circle of Fifths. "The arrangement in a closed circle of all 12 pitch names in 
such a way that, when proceeding clockwise along the circle, any pair of adjacent pitch 
names represents the interval of a perfect fifth ... Literal closure of the circle requires a 
substitution of an enharmonically equivalent pitch name at some point; otherwise, 
extending the series of fifths from C results in arrival ofB rather than C." The New 
Harvard Dictionary ofMusic, 169-70. 
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